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ABSTRACT
MÉMOIRES: THE REVOLUTIONARY MAP OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY
by Megan E. Merritt
The artistic collaborations between Guy Debord and Asger Jorn blossomed in
1957, and have typically been explored in terms of their context within the canon of the
Situationist International (SI), a notorious group of political thinkers and activists who
formed in July, 1957, with a shared repulsion for capitalism and consumerism. Before
co-founding the SI with Jorn and several other individuals, Debord was part of the
Lettrist International, a splinter group of the Lettrists, which allowed Debord more
authority and autonomy to create his first film, Hurlements en Faveur de Sade (Howls for
Sade, 1954), and explore other media that would become synonymous with the liminal
period when Debord was splitting from the LI and forming the SI. The book explored in
this thesis, Mémoires (1959), is a visual narrative loosely based on Debord’s time in the
Lettrists, which takes place during this transitional period between his political and
artistic groups. Mémoires has traditionally been examined by leading scholars in the field
of Art and Art History as an important project between Debord and Jorn, but has not
been critically analyzed by American and English-speaking scholars through first-hand
experiences with the book. My personal encounters with several different editions of
Mémoires at three disparate archives is documented in this thesis, which will ultimately
argue that the book is a critical work in the pre-Situationist canon, and one which can be
viewed as a revolutionary, albeit idealistic, road map for the future, when placed in its
historic context.
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INTRODUCTION

The Situationists International (SI) were a motley crew of mostly young men and
women, who banded together over the shared sentiment that capitalism was having a
detrimental effect on society, especially the ways in which people engaged with one
another. The group theorized about everything from walking through and being affected
by urban spaces, to the ways in which existing cultural property could be negated and
used as a tool for change. One of the most important visions for the SI, though, was the
idea that an urban space (particularly Paris) could be reclaimed and transformed based
on their own distinct set of theoretical practices. The same unruly sentiment that
flourished in the SI and circulated in Paris during the revolts of May 1968 is captured on
the pages of the collage book Mémoires, printed in December 1958, and published in
1959 by the French philosopher and provocateur, Guy Debord, and the Danish
expressionist painter, sculptor, and writer Asger Jorn, who was associated with the
CoBrA group.1 Debord was the outspoken leader of the Situationist International, and
Jorn was a founding member, seventeen years Debord’s senior.
In this thesis, I discuss the critical Situationist concepts as they pertain to
Mémoires, and will closely examine the formal elements of the book. Additionally, I will
be discussing my personal experiences encountering Mémoires in three different
archives, and how my reception as an American scholar differentiates from other
scholarly works about the book. In doing so, I will demonstrate the ways in which
Mémoires is a rich and multi-layered work of art that is critical to the history of the SI. I

Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. Mémoires. (Copenhagen: Permild & Rosengreen,
1959).
1

1

will emphasize how the book tells a complex and revolutionary story as it relates to the
personal past of one of its most important leaders, and how this work can be
contextualized within the canon of art collages produced from appropriated materials.
Mémoires is comprised of 50-odd pages of colorful and at times dizzying collages
that encapsulate three specific months during the years 1952 and 1953, and which
loosely imply they may be connected to Debord’s personal history. Leading up to the
construction of the book, Debord was part of the Lettrist International, founded in the
1940s by the Romanian artist and theorist, Isidore Isou, and whose work was focused on
the complex nature of poetry, film, and painting. Isou in particular “also explored the
visual dimension of language, through the merging of poetry with modern paintingcreating a form of Concrete poetry or Dada and Futurist word-collage.”2 Debord met Isou
at the Cannes Film Festival in 1951, and shortly thereafter joined the Lettrist group,
where he was exposed to the metagraphic or “post-writing” works of Isou,
“encompassing all the means of ideographic, lexical and phonetic notation,” which
supplemented “the means of expression based on sound by adding a specifically plastic
dimension, a visual facet which is irreducible and escapes oral labeling.”3 The idea of
elevating language to a more visual and graphic dimension appears to have been
inspiring to Debord, and these concepts certainly seem to have permeated into
Mémoires. Not long after joining the Lettrists, though, Debord secretly disbanded from
the group and started a splinter group called the Lettrists International with Serge Berna,
Jean-Louis Brau, and Gil J. Wolman.4 The group was active in Paris from 1952-57, and

2

Simon Ford. “Guy Debord and the Lettriste Movement,” in The Situationist International: A User’s Guide.
(London: Black Dog Publishing 2004), p. 20.
3
Isidore Isou, “Selections from the Manifestos of Isidore Isou.” ed. and trans. David W. Seaman.
http://www.thing.net/~grist/l&d/lettrist/isou-m.htm
4
Bart Lans. “The Making of Fin de Copenhague & Mémoires: The Tactic of Détournement in the
Collaboration between Guy Debord and Asger Jorn.” (History paper, Delft Technology University, 2008).

2

conceived of several important concepts that would become the theoretical backbone of
the Situationist International, formed in 1957. Preceding the founding of the Situationist
International, Wolman had attended the World Congress of Artists as a representative of
the Lettrist International (LI), and it was in Alba, Italy where he met Asger Jorn and
Pinot-Gallizio, the former of whom Wolman and later Debord would befriend. During this
meeting, in September 1956, a crucial connection was made between Wolman and Jorn,
and soon the LI and Jorn’s group, the International Movement for An Bauhaus
Imaginiste (MIBI), would link and coalesce into a single movement.5 The LI formally
united with the MIBI and the London Psychogeographical Association in July 1957, to
form the Situationist International (SI).6
In late 1957, Debord and Jorn decided to collaborate on Mémoires, which was
conceived of and constructed over a two-year period (1957-59) wherein Debord and
Jorn worked separately but remained in close contact. The formal elements in Mémoires
were completely unoriginal; every single line of text was taken from an original source,
each image taken and reappropriated to align with a specific theoretical approach that
would come to define the SI. This method of reappropriating images and text from
different contexts and reassigning the images new meanings was called détournement,
a phrase coined by Debord and Wolman in 1956.7 The concept of détournement is
another critical component to the Situationist program, and literally translates to
“rerouting” or “hijacking” in French. It was a powerful tool that turned cultural expressions
of capitalism against themselves by undermining the nature in which they were originally

5

Bart Lans. “The Making of Fin de Copenhague & Mémoires: The Tactic of Détournement in the
Collaboration between Guy Debord and Asger Jorn.” (History paper, Delft Technology University, 2008).
6
Lans, “The Making of Fin de Copenhague & Mémoires: The Tactic of Détournement in the Collaboration
between Guy Debord and Asger Jorn.”
7
Guy Debord and Gil J. Wolman, Les Lèvres Nues #8, “A User’s Guide to Détournement.” (1956), trans.
Ken Knabb.

3

used. This technique was also at the heart of Mémoires, as the two artists took
fragments from different media sources and combined them in a way that stripped them
of their former connotations, removing their “original” meaning or intended purpose. It
was a technique whereby Debord and Jorn were able to transform language itself and
create a visual narrative based on distinct juxtapositions of words, phrases, and imagery.
By détourning text and images, they gave new meaning to formal elements, no matter
how far away or distant the relationship between the image or passage was. The
purpose of reassigning new meanings to these words and images was to create a visual
language that was purely and intrinsically in line with the theoretical practice at the very
heart of this project. Using détournement, Debord and Jorn took notable passages from
Shakespeare and Marx (among other popular influences) and positioned them amongst
imagery that – when viewed in juxtaposition with each element and outside of their
original context – created new and more pointed messages for the viewer.
Debord was considered the main author of Mémoires, and Jorn was credited with
adding the “Structures Portantes” (load-bearing structures), an allusion to architectural
supports that would be the scaffolding for Debord’s rambling text. Debord added the
textual elements to each page, and Jorn included his personal touches of bright
splashes of color, inky blotches, or wispy trails of paint that connected to Debord’s text,
or purposely disconnected from the other elements at play. Jorn’s personal biography
does not seem to surface in Mémoires, though just a year before the book was
published, Jorn created a collage book with Debord’s assistance called Fin de

4

Copenhague, which referenced his personal history and home country of Denmark, and
which satirized capitalism and consumer culture.8
Mémoires, on the other hand, offers what appears to be an unstable road map of
Debord’s past in the LI, and is considered by leading scholars in the field to be a work of
psychogeography; a term that Debord defined as “The precise laws and specific effects
of the geographical environment, whether consciously organized or not, on the emotions
and behavior of individuals.”9 The effects of urban development were thought to be
subconscious by Situationists, and certain atmospheric contours were believed to affect
the way in which people experienced a space.10 A main component of psychogeography
was the ability to drift aimlessly through the city space, without a specific intention or
necessity. The dérive was also a major component of psychogeography (literally
translating to “drift” in French), and involved wandering through a city without a particular
destination, and letting oneself be drawn into certain areas or neighborhoods based on
impulse and feeling. As Debord puts it, the dérive was “a technique of rapid passage
through varied ambiances. Dérives involve playful-constructive behavior and awareness
of psychogeographical effects.”11 Mémoires may be conceived of as a visual dérive
through Debord’s youth, as the formal elements of the book do not lead the reader in
any specific direction, but rather offer many “entry” points in the text. However, given the
ambiguity of the text, it is only suggested or implied that the book is based on Debord’s
biography.

8

Asger Jorn, Conseiller Technique Pour le Détournement Guy-Ernest Debord. Fin de Copenhague.
(Copenhagen: Bauhaus Imaginiste, 1957).
9
Guy Debord. “Introduction to a Critique of Urban Geography.” Les Lèvres Nues #6 (September 1955).
Trans. Ken Knabb.
10
Debord. “Introduction to a Critique of Urban Geography”
11
Guy Debord-Ernest. “Theory of the Dérive.” Internationale Situationniste #2. Paris: December 1958. A
slightly different version was first published in the Belgian surrealist journal Les Lèvres Nues #9 (November
1956).

5

Mémoires includes three chapters, each of which has its own epigraph: June,
1952; December, 1952; and September 1953. Apart from the chapter introductions, no
other aspect of the book has any association with an author or individual (aside from
Debord and Jorn), which is an integral part of the Situationist program.12 Coinciding with
the détourned materials in the book, Debord and Jorn inscribed themselves as the
authors of a new practice that would undermine originality. Having been informed by
Marxist theory, and influenced by the Dada group, who used popular media to make a
mockery of post World War II politics in photomontages, Debord and Jorn had a very
specific agenda: to completely dissolve the foundation on which bourgeois art had been
created, and to rattle the audience who had blindly become passive spectators in a
commodified culture. They wanted to start fresh, to create the opportunity for situations
to exist outside of a museum or gallery setting, and instead in the streets of Paris and
beyond. Theirs would be a lived art, not a material work created in vain that could be
bought and sold, or worse, canonized or put on display in galleries or dated in Art History
books.
Although Mémoires is a tangible work of art, it was never intended to be bought
or sold, but rather exchanged in a gift economy known as potlach, where the reciprocity
of gifts was considered an ideal system of exchange. Potlatch is a term that translates to
“giving” and derives from the Indian Tribes of the Pacific Northwestern United States
who practiced this ceremony based on gift giving.13 Debord and his fellow Lettrists
borrowed the term and used it in the title of their journal of the same name, published
semi regularly and distributed within their small political and literary circle.
Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. Mémoires. (Copenhagen: Permild &
Rosengreen, 1959).
13
Frank Risdale. “A Discussion of the Potlatch and Social Structure,” in Totem: The University of Western
Ontario Journal of Anthropology. Volume 3, Issue 2 (2011): 7.
12
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When Mémoires was published, Debord was twenty-eight and Jorn was fortyfive. Their age gap and relatively disparate perspectives regarding artistic production
and the role art played in society, were critical to the book’s achievement. This tension is
evident on the pages of Mémoires, where stark contrasts between borrowed text and
original painterly gestures; black and white and color components; and text and image
highlight the ways in which the two authors contributed to the work. Unearthing this book
from previous scholarship (however scant that scholarship may be), and interrogating
the tensions that may exist between these dichotomies became evident as I explored the
different versions of Mémoires, and is also what sets my research and scholarly
interpretations apart from those who have previously written about this work.
My focus will not solely be based on examining the formal and political aspects of
Mémoires, but will include an assessment of how Mémoires currently exists in different
archive. In this vein, I will draw on my personal findings at three different archives.
Because my scholarship extended international borders, I am interested in exploring
how Mémoires has been received in the United States, and will close my argument with
an examination of how Mémoires is linked to the endless struggle for personal freedoms.
My thesis will include three chapters: Discovering Mémoires in the Archives: Getty
Research Institute, Stanford University, and the Bibliothèque Nationale de France;
Formal Components of Mémoires; Development of Mémoires; and lastly, Mémoires in
Contemporary Culture. In the first chapter, Discovering Mémoires in the Archives, I will
discuss my first-hand experiences encountering the book in different archives in the
United States and France, and particularly through the lens of an American and Englishspeaking scholar. The second chapter, Formal Components of Mémoires, will give a
detailed description of the book and how the medium was used subversively,
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challenging the ways in which a traditional book is approached and read. The third
chapter, Development of Mémoires, will closely examine several literary and artistic
projects by Debord and Jorn, some of which were created independently, which will be
presented and analyzed as case studies. In the fourth and concluding chapter,
Mémoires in Contemporary Culture, I will discuss how Mémoires fits into the
contemporary context, and how its monetary and cultural value has overshadowed the
project, which it set out to begin.
Mémoires is a unique Situationist book that has been written about as a
reference point for other more lofty Situationist projects, but there are several books that
provided a foundation upon which I grounded my argument. Tom McDonough’s The
Beautiful Language of My Century: Reinventing the Language of Contestation in
Postwar France, 1945-1968 (2007), is an important historical text that begins with the
protests of May 1968 protests in Paris, and examines Situationist practices alongside
other radical and conceptual projects.14 Simon Sadler’s Situationist City, was a critical
text to my research, offering insight about Debord and Jorn’s interest in architecture and
sociology, as well as details about their artistic collaborations, like Naked City (1957).15
Greil Marcus’ Lipstick Traces: A Secret History of the Twentieth Century (1989), was an
audacious book, but helpful in framing Mémoires and the Situationists within a larger
context in the twentieth century, and drawing comparisons between the group and
several post-punk bands, like the Sex Pistols.16 McKenzie Wark’s The Beach beneath
the Street (2011), was a vibrant and energetic book that placed the Situationists within a
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contemporary context and offered substantial background information on lesser-known
members of the group.17 I found this book to be particularly vital to my own thesis, since
both my writing and Wark’s place Situationist practice within the present and future,
rather than as a decaying relic of the past. Contemporarily, Mémoires lives on in various
archives as a critical work of art detailing the passionate and revolutionary spirit of
Debord and Jorn, which was also felt on the streets of Paris in 1968.
In the introduction to Tom McDonough’s The Beautiful Language of My Century:
Reinventing the Language of Contestation in Postwar France, 1945-1968, he describes
how an academic painting hanging on a wall in the Sorbonne was defaced (read:
détourned) by the SI during the riots of 1968 in Paris.18 McDonough doesn’t focus his
entire book on the SI’s involvement in May ‘68, and instead provides a rich historical
context of French culture after World War II, and offers a critical examination of
Situationist practice and how it influenced contemporary artists. Divided into five
chapters, McDonough takes account of the class struggle of language within a Marxist
framework, and discusses the perspectives of Roland Barthes and Jean-Paul Sartre in
relation to their own writings concerning the task of writing and its connection or
obligation to being political. Their arguments are connected to the Situationist concept of
détournement, yet McDonough warns the reader that the chapter will not be dedicated to
a “history” of détournement, but rather Debord’s and Gil J. Wolman’s debate that the
historical avant-garde of the mid-twentieth century was no longer relevant to the context
of the late 1950s. In their writing on the use of détournement, Debord and Wolmon
wrote, “The negation of the bourgeois notions of genius and art having amply served its
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time, the Mona Lisa’s moustache fails to display any features of greater interest than the
first version of that painting.”19 They were uninterested in rehashing the same worn-out
techniques of negation, common to Dada and the Surrealists, realizing that, “now the
practice must be followed to the point of the negation of the negation.”20
In his second chapter, McDonough discusses the décollages of Raymond Hains
in his 1961 gallery exhibit, La France Déchirée (France in Shreds) and how his tattered
and torn agitprop posters from the walls of Paris, become coded symbols inside the
gallery. The posters themselves – removed from their original locations and placed in a
different context – changed the way in which they were read and perceived by an
audience. McDonough juxtaposes Hain’s work with Christo’s Projet du Mur Provisoire de
Tonneaux Métalliques (Project for a Temporary Wall of Metal Drums), 1961, which
placed a temporary barricade in the heart of Saint-Germaine-des-Prés. McDonough
claims that the barricade can be read as a mundane temporary fixture in the bohemian
neighborhood (frequented by Situationists), or as a political barricade, subtly pointing to
the recent atrocities of the Algerian War. In a compelling conclusion to the chapter,
McDonough explains why Hain’s work lent itself to a viewer’s contemplation with a
gallery setting, while Christo’s abrupt barricade demanded the viewer’s attention,
denying them the luxury of passivity. This argument circles back to the Situationist
standpoint that capitalist culture had been producing passive spectators, as opposed to
people who engaged with one another, and with the world around them.
Contrasting with the academic tone of McDonough’s work, (in which the author
admits to being influenced by art historians Hal Foster and Benjamin Buchloh), is Simon
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Sadler’s The Situationist City, which offers a more digestible, and frankly more playful
look at the Situationist vision.21 Sadler focuses on the early years of the Situationists,
and doesn’t devote much time to the later writings of Debord, only glossing over the
notable Society of the Spectacle, a book which essentially put Debord on the map as
being a central figure in Marxist politics in the late 1960s, and which is closely
associated with the SI in general. What sets Sadler’s work apart from others I have read,
though, is that he focuses on Situationist architectural and spatial theories, “that
attempted to confront the ideological totality of the Western World.”22 Sadler discusses
how the architectural program popularized by Le Corbusier in the post-war era provoked
Debord and Jorn to write extensively on their own architectural ideas, including the
importance of disorienting architectural forms and modular living spaces. Sadler touches
on Le Corbusier’s plans for La Ville Radieuse (Radiant City), the Ville Contemporaine
(Contemporary City), and his 1925 Plan Voisin, the latter of which would raze the city of
Paris and create identical cruciform buildings that would be connected to the rest of the
city by motorways. Through his discussion of architecture Sadler connects Le Corbusier
and his rationalist predecessors to a discussion relating to architectural studies by Alison
and Peter Smithson, two Independent Group architects who opposed Le Corbusian
models of architecture, and sought to reclaim modernist forms in favor of the “new
brutalism,” which was to include elements of modern architecture and take the culture,
and not just architectural form, into account. Situationists could relate to this and other
programs since their perspective on architecture was all encompassing, and considered
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the aesthetics of a building or space, and the ways in which people engaged with the
structure.
Sadler expounds on the above architectural theories and movements, and also
brings urban sociological studies into his discussion, seamlessly weaving this theme
together with the dérive. Sadler’s discussion offers a refreshing glance at how Debord
and Jorn were inspired by the social urban geographer Paul-Henry Chombart de Lauwe,
particularly his book Paris et l’Agglomération Parisienne (Paris and the Parisian
agglomeration), which offered a revealing look at how cities were divided into distinct
neighborhoods and areas, yet were reliant on a central core This work influenced the
Situationists to create their own technique for discovering disparate pulses of the city,
and led to the inception of the dérive, a concept discussed earlier in this thesis. Within
these discussions, Sadler offers an explanation of how psychogeography relates to the
formal aspects of Mémoires, and compares Jorn’s inky dribbles on the pages of the book
to Jackson Pollock’s wayward paint splashes on his canvas, noting that Jorn’s markings
alluded to maps of the Paris metro, with its vein-like system of railways spreading
throughout the city. Where Sadler’s book offers a critical examination of architectural and
spatial theories, McKenzie Wark’s The Beach Beneath the Street, is an adventurous and
meandering tale of the Situationist program, and includes introductions to a slew of
motley characters who found themselves connected with the group in their heyday.23
Wark is careful not to valorize Debord alone in his descriptions of notable SI
members, and focuses instead on the vast web of connections that comprised the
Situationist network and those who influenced the group. His book is a collection of the
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members, influencers, stories, theories, and cultural detritus of the SI, and doesn’t
merely present the historical importance of the group, but looks ahead to a future
moment when we might find, beneath the paving stones, the beach. The title of the book
is worth mentioning at least in brief, since it encapsulates a precise moment in the
Situationist timeline, but also a dual meaning. The phrase is taken from the riots of May
‘68, when this saying was scrawled across city walls as a testament to a possible reality.
As protesters picked up cobblestones from the street and launched them at police, sand
was exposed underneath the bricks, revealing an alternative reality which lay below.
This phrase also became a trademark of the Situationist program, a metaphor alluding to
a new way of life where the inevitable creation of new situations was latent just below
the surface. Sadler explains that for Situationists, the city streets were a visible
expression of how capital and consumption had become a dominant force, and that
through several techniques they discovered that amidst the detritus of the cityscape, the
fragments could be pieced together to create a new alternative urban landscape. What
differentiates Wark’s argument from other works I have read is that he believes the
revolutionary spark is still alive, a flickering light that could ignite at any time, but not
before precisely the right moment. This makes Wark’s book the most invigorating study
to read; it creates a sense of community, as if you are a part of a peculiar tribe who have
an understanding of the SI program, no matter how impenetrable the theories may
seem. Wark’s book leaves the reader with the hope that a revolution is still possible.
Greil Marcus’ Lipstick Traces: A Secret History of the Twentieth Century, is a
departure from the other books and texts examined thus far, but is also interested in the
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ways in which the SI has permeated contemporary culture.24 Marcus is a well-known
music journalist and cultural critic, and in this book, he examines the intersection of art
and music, and how the two were a social critique on western civilization in the twentieth
century. Marcus focuses on the punk rock band, the Sex Pistols, and connects their
anarchical philosophies to those of medieval heretics, the Dada movement, the Lettrists,
and the SI. The interesting aspect of this book, though, is that Marcus focuses several
pages discussing Mémoires specifically, an important detail that the authors previously
mentioned have not fully explored. He leads into the discussion with an overview of how
the book was made, and compares it only in chronological proximity to Jorn and
Debord’s Fin de Copenhague, a book that was rumored to have been created in under
48 hours, after one trip to a single newsstand in Copenhagen. In comparison, he argues
that Mémoires is “far more crepuscular and far richer” than Fin de Copenhague,
explaining that the latter was a book made in jest, as a satire of advertising and city
planning, but without a pointed agenda.25 Mémoires, in contrast, contained a secret
coded language that was formed from everything that already existed, and which could
be defined as the Situationist project. Marcus argues that the book “implied a new
critique of social life and the necessity of a new kind of social revolution,” and yet
believes that the book suggests that despite Debord and Jorn’s most valiant attempts to
revolutionize everyday life, came the realization that the project might ultimately fail.26
This is where I disagree with Marcus. Where he states that, “Mémoires is about the
sense that along with the struggle to change the world, to make or find a new civilization,
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comes the conviction that one will fail those hopes, that the true struggle will be to
remember what, once, one meant to do,” I actually think the opposite is true.27 Debord
and Jorn were defiant, even militant, in their convictions. Thus, it doesn’t seem evident to
me that in Mémoires Debord and Jorn entertained the notion that their efforts would fail.
In contrast, it seems as if the artists were determined to follow through with their
convictions of revolutionizing the idea of artistic creation, and the creation of situations.
Debord only seems to have let go of this dream for a utopian city later in life, after the
May ‘68 riots, which seemed to be the final flicker of hope for a sea change in a postcapitalist culture. Mémoires is a reflection of a hopeful time in Debord’s young life, when
he and Jorn created idealized visions of future cities in which individuals connected with
each other in landscapes that encouraged and fostered intimate relationships and an
interconnectedness that they felt was rapidly disappearing with the construction of more
roads, and an infrastructure built around consumption, mass transit, and less leisure
time. In Mémoires, the formal components of the book become a living map that outline
the ways in which cultural values can be shifted away from consumption and toward a
more compassionate and connected way of living.
Because Marcus’ book doesn’t focus on the Situationists, and instead weaves
their radical philosophies with those of the Dadaists and Sex Pistols, this is an
interesting take on twentieth century counter-culture. Lipstick Traces is a fun read, and
offers an interesting perspective from the typical history of the twentieth century.
Another text that was critical to my research for this thesis was an essay by a
Danish historian and photographer named Christian Nolle. Nolle’s paper, titled “Books of
Warfare: The Collaboration between Guy Debord & Asger Jorn from 1957-1959,” offered
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interpretations from Danish texts that were invaluable to understanding Jorn’s biography,
as well as other intimate details and anecdotes from his past that offered glimpses into
Jorn’s personality and character. The essay explores the collaborations between Debord
and Jorn, and provides background information on biographies concerning the two
artists, including their collaborations on both Fin de Copenhague and Mémoires. Nolle
expounds on the relationship between Jorn and the printing company, Permild &
Rosengreen, who produced the two books and reportedly suggested that they add the
now notorious sandpaper cover to Mémoires.28 The most crucial aspect of this paper,
however, is Nolle’s inclusion and insight about a book written entirely in Danish about
the making of Fin de Copenhague and Mémoires. The book, entitled Erindringer om
Asger Jorn (Memories on Asger Jorn) and written by Troels Andersen, the curator of
Silkeborg Kunstmuseum, is noted in Nolle’s essay.29 Nolle provides brief but critical
details about the making of both books, and concludes with an excellent summary of the
contemporary context of Mémoires. He argues that facsimile versions of the book
provide critical insight into the idea of an original work of art, but how reproductions can
be problematic in terms of how the SI positioned themselves in their historical context.
He claims that these reproductions have thereby become a shriveled byproduct of the
spectacle and consumer culture.30 While I tend to agree with Andersen’s point that
reproductions of the book are merely feeding into the global capital market, which of
course both artists strongly opposed, it seems that they were acutely aware of the
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implications involved with reprinting. Perhaps this was even their point. Considering that
the entire book is comprised of painterly gestures and stolen text, it’s impossible to
untangle the original elements of the book with those that have been taken from a
different source. The détourned elements in Mémoires suggest that perhaps this object
should lack authenticity, an aura, and yet the materiality and beauty of the first-edition
printing implies otherwise.
In another compelling paper, which was discovered most recently, I came across
a history paper titled “The Making of Fin de Copenhague and Mémoires: The Tactic of
détournement in the Collaboration between Guy Debord and Asger Jorn” (2008), by Bart
Lans, which provided a very helpful chronology of CoBrA, the LI, and the SI, and which
provided detailed accounts of the processes by which Debord and Jorn created the two
books. The paper also offered helpful definitions of key terms, as well as beautiful
portrayals of Fin de Copenhague and Mémoires as full-page spreads, which provided a
visual reference for how the vibrant paint markings of Jorn dripped and ran onto different
pages.31 Lans’ paper focuses on the biographies of Debord and Jorn, and discusses
their individual works before exploring their collaborations on the two books, both of
which are discussed in this thesis. His work was comprehensive, but didn’t dive deeply
into the formal elements of the book and interrogate the tensions between Debord’s
textual contributions and Jorn’s painterly gestures.
I am honored to write a thesis on a topic that has been explored by a diverse list
of scholars and enthusiasts, including well-established academic professionals and even
a music journalist. I hope to shed new light on why Mémoires is such an important part
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of twentieth century artistic production, and why I think it still resonates with
contemporary culture in the twenty-first century. After having visited three archives in the
U.S. and Europe, I believe my reception of the book as an American and Englishspeaking scholar will provide a well-rounded and critical look at how and why Mémoires
is still important as a revolutionary text. Given this unique perspective, I look forward to
sharing my personal stories and critical analysis of Mémoires
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CHAPTER ONE
DISCOVERING MÉMOIRES IN THE ARCHIVES:
GETTY RESEARCH INSTITUTE, STANFORD UNIVERSITY, AND THE
BIBLIOTHÈQUE NATIONAL DE FRANCE

The incompleteness of the archives lives right alongside the abundance of documents.
The abundance itself should convince the historian that the accumulated clues leave so
much unsaid.
—Arlette Farge, The Allure of the Archives32
It’s presumed that 500 copies of Mémoires were originally issued in 1959, yet the
book is rare in the book trade and seems only to be available in special collections
archives, or on high-end art and literature auction blocks. I was fortunate to be able to
visit three archives on four occasions to encounter different editions of the book first
hand and to explore other Lettrist and Situationist literature and ephemera that had been
carefully tucked away in boxes for preservation. My experience at each archive was
drastically different: from the way in which I was able to access and interact with
precious archival materials, to the archivists, librarians, and curators I encountered at
each institution. The geographic location and ambiance of each archive was also
radically different, and the effects of each likely shaped the way in which I experienced
each version of Mémoires, hand-written note from Debord, or typed issue of Potlatch,
consciously or not. Because my thesis centers around two artists who wrote about the
effects that ambiances have on individuals, it was hard to avoid or disregard the impulse
to take note of my surroundings. Once I gave in, I noticed how the architecture, lighting,
sounds, people, and space in these archives informed my opinions about each location.
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In this chapter, I will be discussing three different archives that I visited over the course
of three years, from 2013 until 2016.
STANFORD UNIVERSITY
When I learned that a copy of Mémoires was housed locally at a neighboring
university, I knew that accessing the book would be fairly easy. After acquiring access to
the library with a temporary permit card, I was told that the book was actually stored in
an auxiliary library on campus, and that I would have three chances to request it. While
this seemed less glamorous than being able to view the book in a private room with
other historians, it was my first opportunity to see any print version of the book, and I
knew that first-hand archival experiences would become essential to writing about
Mémoires.
Before I visited, I learned the edition of Mémoires I would be seeing was a
facsimile printed in 1993 by Jean-Jacques Pauvert aux Belles Lettres.33 A few editions of
Mémoires exist, and as Christian Nolle mentions in his article, “Books of Warfare: The
Collaboration between Guy Debord & Asger Jorn from 1957-1959,” this version is
entirely different than the first-edition print by Permild & Rosengreen, the Copenhagen
based printing house that worked closely with the artists, and especially Jorn, during the
entire printing process, and which Nolle believes should be “treated as an entirely
separate object.”34 A major difference between the first edition, and Pauvert’s re-print is
that the first printing includes an auto-destructive cover, which is made of a single sheet
of Vics no. 2 sandpaper. In the facsimile, the sandpaper cover is missing, and in this
case replaced by a generic reddish orange front and back cover similar to lots of other
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covers one would come across in any library, and no dust jacket. According to Nolle,
“This facsimile is only a vague link to the famous artifact that it is based on. An artifact
that is being artificially kept alive. Maybe, just maybe – this is the ultimate selfdestruction, one that not even the cover could manage. Perhaps the facsimile is the real
victory over the spectacle, by removing the original cover, degrading the colors —
positioning it more easily on a shelf which offers greater comfort in accessibility.”35 Nolle
raises an interesting point, and one that is linked yet divergent from Benjamin’s
argument about the artistic aura and its correlation to an imposed and false sense of
authenticity that can only be preserved and experienced via the original work of art.36
Sharing in Nolle’s sentiment, my personal experiences encountering the first editions of
Mémoires were similar, and yet I was still enticed by seeing a later version, re-printed in
earnest by Jean-Jacques Pauvert, a French publisher interested in publishing “forgotten”
books that were either banned or considered marginal. Previously, in the 1950s, he
published the works of the Marquis de Sade, who is perhaps non-coincidentally a central
figure in Debord’s first film, Hurlements en Faveur de Sade (Howls for Sade).
As I walked up a concrete ramp and entered the auxiliary library location, I
noticed the exterior of the building and the loading dock ramps where books were carted
up to the facility for unpacking. I opened the doors to the building, walked a few steps,
and stood in a small office area where several Stanford employees were sitting at desks
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in front of computers and printers. I was greeted with inquisitive stares from the office
workers who didn’t seem to be expecting anyone, let alone a visiting scholar, but was
soon helped by an older man who printed me a temporary pass and guided me to the
auxiliary stacks. We walked past several large walls of movable shelving units that could
be accessed using black hand cranks. After some fumbling with the crank system, I
finally found Mémoires and brought it to a small school desk where I paged through it
carefully (Figures 1-2).

Figure 1. Mémoires. Personal photograph taken at Stanford Auxiliary Library, January
2013. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1977, Jean-Jacques
Pauvert Aux Belles Lettres.
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Figure 2. Mémoires. Personal photograph taken at Stanford Auxiliary Library, January
2013. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1977, Jean-Jacques
Pauvert Aux Belles Lettres.
Because this was a later edition of the book, no special care or attention to
preservation was necessary, and I was able to freely photograph and examine Mémoires
in depth, if only for a few hours. This was my first experience seeing the art book as a
fully realized whole, not as single-page collages found in art historical survey books or
through various art database or web site searches. As I turned each page and analyzed
the loose and unstructured format of text fragments that floated alongside Jorn’s elegant
ink markings, new meanings of the book started to take shape. It became apparent that
the book needed to be read as a whole and finite body of work, to be understood as a
historical visual narrative of Debord’s young life as a Lettrist, and more importantly, as a
revolutionary map for the future. The collages I haphazardly found on the Internet
through various searches were just the disembodied limbs of the entire project, and were
only able to offer a glimpse at what the entire project symbolized. I also realized that
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Mémoires encompassed critical theories that Debord and Jorn would explore in depth as
Situationists, which were emphasized in the formal elements of the book including the
placement and juxtaposition of textual elements, color, and line.
The 1993 version of Mémoires prompted me to dig deeper, to find the first edition
printing by Permild & Rosengreen from 1959, which I knew would be a feat given that
there are only 200 in existence, many of which are likely in dusty attics or cellars, or in
private collections. Although the 1993 edition is a completely different book than the
1959 version, as I would soon discover, I still experienced a visceral reaction when
opening the book for the first time. The aura may have been gone, but the Situationist
map was becoming clear.
GETTY RESEARCH INSTITUTE: PART I
The Getty Research Institute is grand: the entire complex is constructed in
travertine marble imported from Italy, the gardens are extensive and expertly manicured,
and the art collection is world class. As a visiting scholar, my first experience to the
special collections reading room matched the tone of the complex, and as I walked down
a glass-floored ramp toward the reading room, I knew that I was about to embark on a
special mission. Several notable scholars have researched and written about Mémoires,
as has been mentioned in earlier chapters, but it’s rare that any of them have expounded
on the formal elements in the first edition of the book, or that they have considered this
alongside other works like Jorn’s graphic accomplishment, Fin de Copenhague (Figures
3-4).
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Figure 3. Fin de Copenhague. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute of
inside cover stating that there were 200 copies printed, March 2014. Asger Jorn and Guy
Debord. © 1959, Permild & Rosengreen.

Figure 4. Fin de Copenhague. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute
showing Permild & Rosengreen logo, March 2013. Asger Jorn and Guy Debord. © 1957,
Imaginist Bauhaus.
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As an American scholar interested in unearthing and comparing different editions of
Mémoires, it was critical to my analysis that I have first-hand experiences handling and
paging through the book, even if I lacked the French language translation skills that
would’ve naturally elevated my experience exponentially. Despite that minor
shortcoming, though, my first trip to the Getty couldn’t have been more productive or
enchanting.
As I walked into the special collections reading room, I was told to leave my
belongings by the front desk and to take an assigned seat at the table. I was given a
standard yellow lined notepad, which I would have to show to the person at the front
desk before leaving, and a sharpened pencil that I could take notes with. As I sat down
at the big wooden table, I glanced to my right at a metal rolling cart full of boxes
containing issues of the Lettrist bulletin, Potlatch, issues of various Situationist journals,
Jorn’s book, Fin de Copenhague, scores of postcards and brightly colored ephemera
from various SI meetings and lectures, and of course, the 1959 first edition printing of
Mémoires.37 I would typically save the pièce de résistance for last, but in this case the
anticipation had already been building, and I had just driven seven hours south from
Santa Cruz thinking about the moment when I would get to feel the rugged sandpaper
cover between my fingers. I reached for a small box with a printed label reading
“Mémoires, 1959,” and gently unfastened the Velcro covering to unveil the object inside.
With bare hands, I removed the book from its box and placed it on the foam padding in
front of me (Figures 5-8).

37

Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d'Asger Jorn, Mémoires, second ed. (Paris: Jean-Jacques
Pauvert aux Belles Lettres, 1993).
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Figure 5. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, March,
2014. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.

Figure 6. Mémoires,1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute showing
sandpaper cover, March, 2014. © 1959, Permild & Rosengreen.
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Figure 7. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute of
collage detail, March, 2014. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn.
© 1959, Permild & Rosengreen.

Figure 8. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute of
collage detail, March, 2014. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn.
© 1959, Permild & Rosengreen.
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It felt for a moment as if I was revealing a forbidden relic from its tomb, that I could
possibly resurrect its ghost and give it a second chance at life. The sandpaper cover was
just as I had imagined, though slightly worn through on the binding, but still rough and
intentionally destructive. As I held the book in my hands I noticed its size and weight,
which was smaller and lighter than I thought it would be based on my previous
experiences with facsimile hardcover editions. At 11” x 8.5”, Mémoires felt more like a
flimsy zine than a fortified book, and yet as I opened the cover and turned the first page,
I was stunned at the richness and potency of the colors and the vividness and clarity of
the text. In previous versions of the book, the text was either too faint to decipher or
words and other fragments were diminished, seeming to have lost their vibrancy through
many issues of reprinting or simply having fallen off the page. In the 1977 and 1993
editions, it was clear that the tint and value of color was important to the overall effect of
the work, but these versions lacked the beautifully nuanced color gradients that
meticulously blended into one another in the first edition, spanning pages in some cases
and creating a visceral effect for the viewer. Several collages in the first chapter are
sparse and contain only a few wisps of a mustard yellow color, connecting text
fragments in a tree-like structure while more elaborate and striking collages in the
second chapter may invoke a sense of violence, with a vivid and punchy shade of
reddish orange that almost entirely saturates two full pages with negative white space
that looks like long and irrational paint drips. As I turn the page, I notice that the bright
splashes of color and linear marks in each collage are visible on the other side of the
page, which creates a layering effect that changes the ways in which reciprocal collages
are read. There’s no way of knowing whether this effect was purposeful on behalf of
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Debord or Jorn, or whether the cardstock of the paper and the brilliance of the paint
colors created an unpredictable multi-layered effect.
As I continue to page through the book and almost reach the halfway point, I
notice thin beige strings tied in knots which reveal how the book was bound and
constructed. Despite the authors’ intentions to create a physically defiant book,
Mémoires is actually fairly small and fragile and requires care and respect. As I reached
the third and final chapter of the book, many of the architectural images that were blurry
and faded in more recent editions were clear and defined. What I had previously
interpreted as haphazard images of architectural structures on the page became more
focused, and Debord’s vision for future nomadic living came into view. Although these
formal elements were visible in the later editions, the visual and conceptual clarity only
became apparent once I could see the detailed depictions of architectural structures, like
the flat iron building in New York City, and other prehistoric community dwellings that
appeared to be taken from anthropological textbooks. These may seem like insignificant
details, but since many of the fragments used in the collaged pages are small and cut
into pieces, it’s significant when you are able to recognize street names on a map, or
identify iconic buildings throughout history. When I came to the end of the book and saw
the last collage with a delicate line of text quoting a Baudelaire poem and streaming
across a large fleshy splotch of bright reddish orange, I was genuinely moved: “I wanted
to speak the beautiful language of my century.” Debord had set out to create a book
chronicling his time as a Lettrist, and yet Mémoires seems to transcend those fragments
of time, those fleeting moments, and become a critical and living relic from the twentieth
century. The first-edition copy of the book affirms what the other copies have lacked: an
undeniable aura. The rich and poetic quality that an original work of art contains, and
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which replications and facsimiles lose in the course reproduction. This, of course, is a
tenuous point when examined alongside Benjamin’s argument that liberating a work of
art from its original or “authentic” context allows for a more laissez faire exchange. In this
vein, it seems that Mémoires maintains its status as an object containing an aura, which
Debord and Jorn strongly contested both in their artistic and philosophical approaches to
art and poetry. As a project, Mémoires may have projected a naïve revolutionary vision,
a point which is reinforced by the manner in which the book was created, the limited
number of first-edition prints produced, and due to the fact that the subsequent versions
of the book lack the rich colors and striking imagery that the first pressing contained.
Debord and Jorn may have wanted their book to have been circulated throughout the
small and close-knit group of friends and colleagues, but it appears they lacked the
sophistication and foresight to recognize how the aura of their “original” first-edition
copies would stand up to later printings which were circulated and reproduced globally.
BIBLIOTHÈQUE NATIONALE DE FRANCE
In Arlette Farge’s book, The Allure of the Archives, the author shares her firstperson experiences of visiting the archives and noticing all the sensory experiences that
surround her. In the chapter titled “She Has Arrived,” Farge begins by recounting the
inevitable and unavoidable mishaps that perhaps everyone experiences during a trip to
an archive or special collection.38 In visits to the Getty I encountered several people who
were off put when I asked them simple questions like, “where shall I sit,” or “can you tell
me where the restrooms are,” but in France, language became the barrier between me
and Mémoires.

38

Arlette Farge. The Allure of the Archives. Trans. Thomas Scott-Railton. (New Haven, Yale University.
2013).
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Before my journey to Paris, I had precipitated the obstacles that stood before me:
I don’t speak French, I haven’t translated any of Debord’s letters or books besides
Mémoires, and I’m traveling to a city where Debord and his work are taken incredibly
seriously. I was operating under the assumption that my research would be well
received, and was versed in Parisian culture, including their perceptions of some
Americans. I saw their attitudes as vaguely charming, classically Parisian, and
symptomatic of living in the most beautiful and poetic city in the world. Despite my
preconceived ideas about Paris, I was determined to encounter the Permild &
Rosengreen first edition of the book, and knew that once I met any special collections
librarian or curator and explained my interest in the book, they would be convinced of my
passion and forgo their hard feelings about my lack of French language training. To
prepare for my trip to the BnF archive, I needed a letter of recommendation from a
professor I worked closely with, a valid form of identification, and needed to provide a
short description about my project. I received a confirmation email with directions from
the BnF, written in French, naturally, which I promptly forwarded to a friend who speaks
French and used to live in Paris, asking her to help translate for me. The instructions
were straightforward and clear. I was ready.
Before I left for Paris, I printed extra copies of my letter of recommendation and
came equipped on the day of the visit with my passport, student ID, driver’s license, and
work business card. When I arrived at 5 Rue Vivienne, I walked to an administrative
building to acquire a temporary reading pass which would admit me to the archive where
I would then have a few hours with Mémoires. I soon learned, though, that there were
more hoops to jump through. Farge’s experience of arriving at the archive echoes many
of the same hurdles I had to conquer during my foray at the BnF: “She has just arrived.
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She is asked for a card that she does not have. She is then told to retrace her steps to
the other room, in order to obtain a day pass. In the next room, she is asked to present a
different card, this time ones she has.”39 An almost identical scenario happened to me
upon arriving at the BnF, though little did I know, that was only the beginning of my trials.
After going back and forth to numerous offices, getting my photo taken, and eventually
being given a temporary reading card, I finally felt confident and ready to experience the
archive. I’d been visualizing this moment for months, picturing old wooden tables worn
with years of archival use and academic writing, with green glass table lamps, and
architecture rivaling the magnificent Sainte-Geneviève Library. After I made my way from
the administrative offices to the library and then archive, my experience wasn’t much
different. I walked into the library building where I encountered a marble staircase with
red carpet runners fastened to the steps with polished brass clamps (Figures 9-10).

Figure 9. Bibliothèque Nationale de France. Personal photo taken in library foyer.
October, 2014.
39

Arlette Farge. The Allure of the Archives. Trans. Thomas Scott-Railton. (New Haven, Yale University.
2013), P. 47
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Figure 10. Bibliothèque Nationale de France. Personal photo taken in library foyer.
October, 2014.
There were various stone busts throughout the foyer of the library, though I didn’t
stop to inspect whether they were prominent French academics or historians, figuring
that I needed to get to the archive as quickly as possible before I became too wrapped
up in the experience. I ascended the marble stairs and walked into the main library,
where I was told to greet a librarian to receive a pass to the archival reading room. The
room was packed with people sitting at tables reading and studying, and I did my best to
walk softly and not cause any disturbance. I learned from my experience at the Getty
that wearing high-heeled shoes only draws attention and unnecessary annoyed glances
from other historians. As I approached the librarian’s desk, I could tell that they knew I
was American. Maybe it was my candor, something about my outfit, or perhaps my
insecurity about not being able to speak French was starting to show. Regardless, the
two librarians, a young man and middle-aged woman, took full advantage of my situation
as a foreign scholar. I explained my situation and that I was told to check in with them for
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a temporary reading card, and they talked amongst themselves in French for a few
moments, and then laughed to one another, assumingly about my project, or
apprehensiveness. In that moment, I felt miniscule, a failure for not having prepared well
enough for this moment, for not knowing at least a few French sentences that would’ve
lessened the humility and shame I felt. They advised me to walk to a different part of the
building, though the directions they gave me seemed circuitous and complicated. I did
my best, though, and finally found my way to a set of big wooden doors. As I pushed one
of the doors open, I could feel my heart racing. I feigned confidence, and walked straight
up to the archival librarian’s desk, told her my name, and by some luck, she admitted
she was actually expecting me. I took my seat at a large wooden table, worn down by
years of archival research and scholarly writing, and began to dig into the various boxes
and folders set aside for me (Figure 11).

Figure 11. Archival Reading Room at the Bibliothéque Nationale de France. Digital
Image. Bibliothéque Nationale de France. Accessed June 10, 2016.
https://medievalfragments.wordpress.com
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I poured through letters from Debord to friends, all written in French, and could
only appreciate their script, formalities, and old stamps. I examined typed issues of
Potlatch, held together with small, rusty staples. I was shocked to find several small
pages of lithographic prints, likely made by Jorn, saturated with what I believe to be dark
blue or black India ink. I was intrigued by a small geography book that I flipped through
casually, and in which I fortuitously came across a familiar image: a sketch of a volcano
that was used in the third chapter of Mémoires. And of course, I was delighted to finally
experience the first edition print of Mémoires, printed by Permild & Rosengreen in 1959.
One of the biggest challenges of visiting the archive was that I was not allowed to
take photos. I had to write brief descriptions about the material objects I saw, and
commit the rest to memory. In some strange moment of desperation, though, I decided
to take out my phone and capture a few key images, making sure to do so while the
archival librarian was talking to another archivist or when her head was turned the other
way. I hadn’t come all this way not to take a few memories home with me. And I figured
if the flash was turned off, there wouldn’t be any harm done to the materials. Nothing
would be sold for profit, and I would credit the BnF if I used any of the images in this or
other papers. This was how I rationalized my bad behavior.
Once I had finished sifting through the materials and documenting everything I
could in my notebook, I told the librarian I was finished and began walking toward the
door. A few seconds later, she ran up to me and stopped me, letting me know that
Laurence Le Bras, the curator of the Guy Debord archive and exhibition, wanted to
speak with me. My heart nearly stopped. I had received emails from Laurence about
visiting the archive and answered some brief questions about my research, but I didn’t
feel prepared to give her a polished elevator pitch about the subject of my thesis, and
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was nervous she’d think my pursuits were superficial. I waited for Laurence for nearly
twenty minutes, and when she finally arrived, I wasn’t taken by surprise by her
questions. “You can’t read or speak French? How are you going to write about a French
book?” I told Laurence, as composed as I possibly could, that I would be writing about
the English-speaking reception of Mémoires as an American scholar, and would be
examining the book through this lens. After a few prickly minutes of questioning, and me
attempting to defend my thesis topic and interest in Debord and Jorn, we had a
breakthrough: soon Laurence was telling me about her experience seeing the original
lithographic plates that Jorn had painted with Indian ink for Mémoires, and she even
invited me to come to the library the next day to see a private, and apparently off-limits,
collection of photos of Guy Debord and his family. My experience at the BnF was hard
fought, but in turn the most prudent and beneficial to my scholarly research. In 2013, just
a year before my visit, the library organized and hosted an exhibition on Debord called,
“Guy Debord: Un Art de la Guerre” (An Art of War), revolving around the “neverpresented before collection of Guy Debord’s reading notes,” and focused on “the
strategy followed by Guy Debord and his companion-in-arms.”40 As I left the BnF with a
notebook full of nearly indecipherable notes that had been jotted down in haste, I felt like
I had finally seen Mémoires, in the city it directly related to and in a decidedly Parisian
context. During my visit to the BnF archive, and during my conversation with Laurence, I
felt I had found a kindred spirit on at the library on Rue Vivienne.

Bibliothéque Nationale de France. Francois-Mitterrand Library. Paris, France. “Un Art de la Guerre.”
March 27-July 13, 2013.
40
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GETTY RESEARCH INSTITUTE: PART II
As I got off the gondola and stepped foot on the white travertine marble, I felt
prepared and exhausted. An early morning flight had been delayed five hours, which left
me only about three hours to pour over boxes full of material in the archive. Luckily, I
had been to the Getty before, had run my fingers across Mémoires’ sandpaper cover,
and felt at ease with the rules of proper handling and what is expected of scholars inside
the archive. Yet when I got to the archive, I experienced a cool reception from the
archival librarian who seemed perturbed at my presence, as though I had
inconvenienced her for asking to refresh me on the reading room rules. “Is this your first
time here?” she asked? “No, but I haven’t been here in a long time,” I said. She
explained that I would be sitting at the corner of the table, near the door, exactly where I
sat the last time I visited. This must be the place where they put the visiting scholar, the
novice who doesn’t frequent the reading room often. I walked to my seat, grabbed the
folder marked Mémoires, and took a seat. As I opened the envelope and set it down on
the foam, the librarian rushed to my table and whispered that I needed to be very gentle
with the book. Farge had a similar experience: “The supervisor, exasperated, tells her to
sit wherever she pleases, except in the front row. She obeys, chooses her spot, sits
down and takes out a piece of paper. Immediately, the supervisor calls her back,
causing every head in the room to look up at the same time41.” Each time I removed a
poster or letter from its respective box, the same librarian would visit my table and tell
me to ensure I was laying the pieces flush against the foam so as not to wrinkle them,
and in one particular case she helped me unroll a large print. I have to surmise that
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Arlette Farge. The Allure of the Archives. Trans. Thomas Scott-Railton. (New Haven, Yale University.
2013), p. 48
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because of the fluorescent colors and bold graphics, she was mostly just interested in
learning what research project I was working on (Figure 12).

Figure 12. Revue Litteraire Lettriste. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research
Institute, March, 2016.
The archive is full of untold stories and the scholars who seek to reveal them, and the
Getty is no exception. Some other scholars in the room are reading ancient manuscripts
and wearing white gloves, gently removing parchment paper from worn boxes and timeforgotten envelopes. I try to stay focused on my own materials, but can’t help glancing
around the room to see what other researchers are so interested in. Farge can identify
with this shared curiosity: “A neighbor is not an enemy, but every neighbor has
something intriguing about him. The choice of documents he consults, for example,
leads one to a feverish curiosity about what he is working on.”42 The later Situationist
posters that lay in front of me on the foam padding were brightly colored and featured
bold graphics and loose typography. These were the type of posters that would grab
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Arlette Farge. The Allure of the Archives. Trans. Thomas Scott-Railton. (New Haven, Yale University.
2013), p. 51
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anyone’s attention, and surely that is what they were designed to do, succeeding in this
case, to gain the attention of several of my neighbors.
The real beauty of the Getty archive, though, is the relative ease at which you are
able to request precious material and obtain a reader’s card. They even waive the
parking fee for you. Because Mémoires and other Situationist materials are not under
copyright, I was also able to freely photograph everything I requested. I didn’t have to
wear gloves to handle a first-edition print of Mémoires, and aside from a few scolding
remarks from the librarian, I was generally able to fully examine documents and other
materials at will (Figures 13-17).

Figure 13. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.
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Figure 14. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.

Figure 15. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.
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Figure 16. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.

Figure 17. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.
My second trip to the Getty archive was cut quite short due to unforeseen travel delays,
but luckily I managed to document most of my findings during my first visit. Yet the items
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I requested during this trip were materials that I was mostly unfamiliar with; Lettrist and
late Situationist ephemera, a first edition book by Isidore Isou, COBRA exhibition flyers
and brochures, and a first edition of Pour la Forme by Asger Jorn, written in French
(Figure 18).

Figure 18. Pour La Forme. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Asger Jorn. (Paris: Situationist International, 1958).
These materials offered a new breadth to the canon of the LI, SI, and the two artists
independently and allowed for a more holistic context in which to view Mémoires.
Mémoires may be stored deep within a dusty archive in a Velcro envelope, but
unearthing it from that location and invoking a deeper awareness of what it stood for in
the 1950s and 60s, is an essential aspect of reconciling its history.
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CHAPTER TWO
FORMAL COMPONENTS OF MÉMOIRES
“The life of our city is rich in poetic and marvelous subjects. We are enveloped and
steeped as though in an atmosphere of the marvelous; but we do not notice it.”
—Charles Baudelaire, Salon of 184643
“I wanted to speak the beautiful language of my century”
—Guy Debord, Mémoires44

Mémoires was published in 1959, two years after the collaborative project
between Guy Debord and Asger Jorn began. The content of the book suggests that it
may be based on Debord’s adventures as a youthful provocateur in the art group, the
Lettrists International (LI), a collective of young radicals and outsiders who had a vision
of creating an urban landscape all their own. Debord was the main author of the book,
and Jorn would provide the architectural scaffolding, or “Structures Portantes” (loadbearing structures), as indicated on the title page of the book.
Mémoires is an art book comprised of dizzying arrangements of collages pieced
together from French newspapers, magazines, comic strips, pulp fiction novels, and
textbooks, among other media. Working in concert with these elements are splashes of
color and ink drips that run across each page, connecting words and phrases in one
instance, and disrupting the path of the reader in others. The juxtaposition of textual
fragments and colorful ink drippings creates a dynamic and almost kinetic effect, always
moving the reader forward, but never clearing a direct path in any particular direction.

Charles Baudelaire. “Salon of 1846,” sct. 18 (published in Curiosités Esthétiques, 1868; repr. In The
Mirror of Art, ed. By Jonathan Mayne, 1955).
44
Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. Mémoires. (Copenhagen: Permild &
Rosengreen, 1959), p. 51
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The book is fairly small and thin, at 11 by 8 inches (28 x 21 cm.), and when the reader
holds it in her hands it feels much like a modern-day zine or formidable chapbook. The
original version of the book was bound in heavy-grade sandpaper so that it would
scratch and damage other books placed next to it, an ingenious suggestion from the
publisher, V.O. Permild of the Copenhagen-based publishing house, Permild &
Rosengreen.45 Jorn had met Permild somewhat coincidentally a few years prior, when a
friend introduced the two after Jorn was looking for someone to publish his experimental
works.46 Their collaboration would evolve over the years, and Permild’s involvement in
the creation of Mémoires shouldn’t be overstated, according to Troels Andersen, the
curator of Silkeborg Kunstmuseum who wrote an authoritative text on Jorn including
detailed descriptions about the creation of Jorn’s Fin de Copenhague and then
Mémoires, co-authored by Jorn and Debord.47 According to Troels, Jorn had a
professional background as a bookbinder and was passionate about being involved in
the process of physically creating and publishing both books, as well as exercising
technical control over this process (Andersen, 1982, as cited in Nolle “Books of Warfare:
The Collaboration between Guy Debord & Asger Jorn from 1957-1959).48 In Mémoires,
Debord provided Jorn with détourned collages that included short words and phrases
from various French media sources which were precisely arranged on different pages.
Once Jorn received the text collages, “Jorn then used a match dipped in Indian ink to
spread the color on the zinc plates…sometimes connecting various sentences with each

Christian Nolle. “Books of Warfare: The Collaboration between Guy Debord & Asger Jorn from 19571959.” Vector E-Zine (2005).
46
Christian Nolle. “Books of Warfare”
47
Nolle’s essay, he states, “To acknowledge the work done by Permild & Rosengreen, Jorn drew up a
logo of their business and added it to his book, Fin de Copenhague. It also appears at the end page of
Mémoires.” Christian Nolle, “Books of Warfare”
48
Christian Nolle, “Books of Warfare”
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other,” according to Nolle, and other times intentionally disrupting these connections.49
The book was then printed, and according to Permild, “it had to be iris printed, which
means [sic], that the colours would softly blend together.”50 In Troel’s book, he quotes
Permild as explaining that the book was “iris printed on yellowish matte paper using the
same inks [used to produce Jorn’s Fin de Copenhague] (Andersen, 1982, as cited in
Nolle “Books of Warfare: The Collaboration between Guy Debord & Asger Jorn from
1957-1959), creating a soft transition between two different colors when the ink was
placed on the two rollers of the press (Figure 19).51

Figure 19. Example of an Iris print, where two colors are placed on a roller and
effectively create a gradient effect on paper. Accessed April 23, 2016. Image reproduced
from: http://www.secure-press.com/info.html

Christian Nolle. “Books of Warfare: The Collaboration between Guy Debord & Asger Jorn from 19571959.” Vector E-Zine (2005).
50
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The book is chronological, and divided into three chapters that retrospectively
examine Debord’s time as a Lettrist: June 1952, December 1952, and September 1953.
The beginning of each chapter contains an epigraph from influential historical figures,
including Karl Marx, and two more offbeat choices including the Dutch historian Johan
Huizinga, and the French monarch, Soubise. These brief chapter introductions take a
firm position on Debord’s far leftist political leanings and his sentiment toward advanced
capitalism, urban development, and the state of artistic production and language in the
twentieth century. In this chapter, I will be analyzing the ways in which each chapter of
Mémoires correlates with a particular aesthetic method. By examining the formal
elements of the book, I was able to identify three central artistic components of the book:
entry/ingress; appropriation and layering; and mapping, which all correlate with specific
chapters in the book. I will also be positioning the book in conjunction with stages of
Debord’s life, including his artistic and political growth as a theorist and artist. Each
chapter of the book is related to a specific month and year that appear to relate directly
to Debord’s life as a member of the Lettrist group, then the LI, and finally as a cofounding member, and leader, of the SI.
DEBORD AND JORN: ARTISTIC DICHOTOMY
Mémoires is a work that exemplifies artistic play between borrowed text and
original painterly gestures, provided by both Debord and Jorn. Their disparate roles in
creating the book must be examined in closer detail, though, in part because the two
worked on the book individually and in separate locations over the course of about two
years.52 On the title page of Mémoires, Debord is credited as the author of the book

Nolle states that, “Debord made the content of Mémoires in solitude. He started work on his book after
completing Jorn’s, and it took him two years to ﬁnalize it. The madness that often lies behind every page
52
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while Jorn is named as providing the supporting structures or the scaffolding that will
provide a framework for the textual elements. As Nolle points out in his essay, the two
artists have singular approaches that aren’t necessarily aligned, but do create an
interesting overall composition when their efforts are combined. Citing Howard Slater’s
text that outlines the differences between the Scandinavian and French approaches to
theory and practice, Nolle draws comparisons between Fin de Copenhague, the first
collaborative book that Jorn and Debord produced together, and Mémoires. In the
former, Nolle explains that Jorn unleashed his artistic naiveté and in turn produced an
international work where several languages and contextual elements like maps and
images were represented. He also had the artistic freedom and authorship to create
pages filled with colorful Indian ink that covered each page and flowing gracefully onto
the next. The formal painterly elements were fluid and streamed across full-page
spreads, which were presumably controlled and directed by the artist and the ways in
which he tilted the lithographic plates. In stark contrast, Nolle refers again to Slater,
stating that Mémoires is a much more structured and theoretical work that lacks the
playful spirit that Fin de Copenhague exemplifies both through satiric textual elements
and the bold and bright drips of ink that run wildly and freely across full-page spreads.
While Fin de Copenhague was completed (according to legend) over a period of 24
hours during an alcohol-infused bender, Mémoires was a fully conceptualized work that
took over two years to complete, with Debord carefully collecting text fragments from
various media sources and compiling them meticulously onto separate and distinct
pages. Furthermore, Fin de Copenhague was created before the founding of the SI

in Fin de Copenhague is gone in Debord’s.” Christian Nolle. “Books of Warfare: The Collaboration between
Guy Debord & Asger Jorn from 1957-1959. Vector E-Zine. April 2005.
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when Jorn was experimenting with different topical themes like advertising and
consumerism in a light-hearted manner, whereas Mémoires was conceptualized as a
much more militant and fully realized project.53 The comparisons between the two books
are critical to our understanding of the designated authorship between Debord and Jorn,
and the disparate works exemplify the ways in which the two diverged artistically.
Debord and Jorn’s collaboration was rooted in the shared philosophy that artistic
production had reached its limits for actively engaging an otherwise passive audience.
Evidence of this can be seen in the collages from Fin de Copenhague, which used
appropriation as a technique for activating the audience; in Debord’s Howls for Sade,
which will be discussed later in this paper; and in the later appropriated thrift-store
paintings of Asger Jorn. Debord and Jorn felt that the detritus of modern culture could be
reassembled and reappropriated to create new works, potentially capable of shifting the
collective consciousness toward a new future, where human interaction would be placed
at the forefront. In Mémoires, their shared visions seemed to reach their apex of
expression by including ‘borrowed’ text with ‘original’ painterly gestures, which worked in
concert to create a fresh and poetic narrative that challenged artistic traditions of how a
book was to be read, and how a painting was to be interpreted. Individually, Debord and

Christian Nolle. “Books of Warfare: The Collaboration between Guy Debord & Asger Jorn from 19571959.” Vector E-Zine. April 2005.
Asger Jorn. “Guy Debord and the Problem of the Accursed.” Contre le Cinema, trans. Roxanne Lapidus,
(Aarhus: Institute for Comparative Vandalism, 1964).
53
(continued) Despite Jorn’s characterization of Memoires as being “more a work of relaxation, a
temporary retreat, apparently, than a "serious" effort. So he hurried to write his Memoires before he began to
appear in the world. He used them as an opening, and thus they were definitely not received with the same
warmth and pleasure as greeted former agitators when they indicated through similar means that they
surrendered, that they were abandoning the present.” Christian Nolle. “Books of Warfare: The Collaboration
between Guy Debord & Asger Jorn from 1957-1959. Vector E-Zine. April 2005.
53
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Jorn approached Mémoires with different lenses, which ultimately led to the pair
producing a work that was visually stunning and theoretically engaging, despite – and
because of – their distinctly individual interpretations of the project.
Historically, Debord was philosophically at odds with modern art, and produced
literary and cinematic works using preexisting materials from media sources for his
projects. He interrogated the very notion that film could still be relevant, and wrote at
length about the downfalls of artistic production in a capitalist culture.54 Jorn, on the
other hand, was an abstract expressionist painter and sculptor whose focus on a
primitive and uninhibited artistic style during his COBRA years led him to find
alternatives to the problem of producing works that would merely exist in dusty museums
and sterile galleries. These discrete approaches to creating works of artistic value
became the very reason why Mémoires was able to convey a compelling artistic
statement about art, politics, and culture. Mémoires seems to bridge the gap between
the two artists’ polarized conceptions of artistic production, and in turn, the book
becomes a multifaceted road map for a global revolution.
Debord assigned himself as the author of Mémoires, while Jorn was relegated to
the role of contributing “architectural supports” for the book, which would link or disrupt
the textual elements on the page and create an abstract yet structured visual element to
the work as a whole. When we examine individual pages of Mémoires closely, it
becomes evident that the appropriated text is “supported” by the structural elements that
Jorn provided insofar as they create a network of connections between text and image.

Evidence of this can be referenced in “Pour un Jugement Révolutionnaire de L’art,” written in February
1961, first appeared in Notes Critiques: bulletin de recherche et d’orientation révolutionnaires #3 (Bordeaux,
1962). Trans. by Ken Knabb is from the Situationist International Anthology (Revised and Expanded Edition,
2006); And, “Mode D’emploi du Détournement” which originally appeared in the Belgian surrealist journal
“Les Lèvres Nues #8” (May 1956), trans. by Ken Knabb is from the Situationist International Anthology
(Revised and Expanded Edition, 2006).
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Without these artistic markings, the collages would lose their sense of movement, formal
vigor, and the phrases and figures on each page would seem only tenuously connected
to an overarching narrative. Thematically, these painterly gestures operate as symbols
and signs that work in conjunction with the black and white images and text on each
page. In Jorn’s “Image and Form: Against Eclectic Empiricism,” he states:
“Images are created by ideas, which are directly expressed in words;
writers are ‘artists of words and ideas’ Painting finds itself caught in this
hostile/complicitous alternative: hostile because of the danger of becoming
literary or architectural, complicitous because painting cannot exist without
the inspiration of literature.”55
Jorn’s painterly supports weren’t simply structural, though, they presented myriad
arrangements for the ways in which the collages could be read, creating a language all
their own. These markings not only enriched the text, they became poetic markings like
punctuation and syntax, which when viewed in concert with Debord’s collaged
fragments, created a poetic and melodic form. According to Jorn:

The poet strives to lead painting to establish itself within the world of signs
and symbols. The architect, for his part, strives to dominate painting because
the latter supports his formal language.56
Jorn’s formal contributions to Mémoires were occasionally fluid and graceful, but could
also be jabbing, violent, and chaotic. These effects were displayed not only by the actual
type of painterly mark, but also by Jorn’s choice of paint color, which in tandem created
visceral sensations that operated as guides and visual maps for the text.

Asger Jorn. “Image and Form: Against Eclectic Empiricism.” From Ruth Baumeister’s Fraternité Avant
Tout: Asger Jorn’s Writings on Art and Architecture, 1938-1958. (Rotterdam: 010 Publishers, 2011).
56
Jorn, “Image and Form”
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JUNE 1952: ENTRY/INGRESS
In the first chapter of Mémoires, June 1952, the reader is confronted with a
choice: where to begin. One of the more jarring and unique formal elements of this book
is the way in which text is scattered across each page. Traditional books make use of a
linear reading pattern (reading left to right in English and French), but in Mémoires the
traditional elements of a book have been stripped away, leaving the reader to find their
own entry point into the text. Readers will “enter” each page differently, depending on
whether they start in the top left-hand corner, or let themselves gravitate toward another
point of entry. The first chapter of Mémoires, chronicles Debord’s split from the Lettrists
and formation of the LI. The outset of the chapter begins with a quote from Marx: “Let
the dead bury the dead, and mourn them…our fate will be to become the first living
people to enter the new life.”57 The eighth collage (Figure 20) is comprised of a royal
blue tree-like structure where short, sparse phrases punctuate the end of each painterly
“branch.”

Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. Mémoires. (Copenhagen: Permild &
Rosengreen, 1959.)
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Figure 20. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.
My initial reading of the collage began by starting in the top left corner and meandering
from left to right. In this reading (which will surely change the next time I read it), the
translation was as follows58:

This gesture itself
This very gesture is useless
These appeals from a past which can only be re-lived in memory
Behind this facade of youth which promises nothing but games
Isn’t it
This desperate desire (wish)
Fears and desires always alive
With little Barbara [kind, loving way to say it]
Not every sleeping syrup
Quicksand
Tide of feelings
And to say that by this sleep we are putting an end
How after
Oh! Barbara
To drink
Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. Mémoires. (Copenhagen: Permild &
Rosengreen, 1959).
58
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After drinking
Further still into laconism
Piling up things born by the word
The mythical “me” which creates illusions of power in order to cover up fears and
Too tired
End
All the same
And Thomas de Quincy drinking sweet and pure poison opium dreamt (or kept
dreaming) about his poor Anne59
Incurable wound
And which later one hears no longer
Whispers and lost sentences
It’s a tale told by an idiot full of noise and fury signifying nothing.60
Depending on the reader’s ingress or “entry” into a collage, the text will almost
always be interpreted slightly differently. The skeleton or branch-like system that Jorn
utilizes in this collage gives the reader several entry points into the text, but as we
approach the center of the page, this system starts to change and the branches that
supported the text in the top portion of the collage trail off in different directions. This is
where complex meanings and textual juxtapositions are created, and where the reader
acts to complete the arrangement of words and phrases. The reader has agency and is
compelled to create her own narrative given the loose structure that Debord and Jorn
have arranged. The ingress and egress within this and other collages in Mémoires is
unsystematic, and leaves linguistic meaning open to interpretation, directly tying in with
Debord was moved by Thomas De Quincy’s autobiographical book, “Confessions of an English Opium
Eater,” (De Quincy, Thomas. Confessions of an English Opium Eater. New York: Penguin Classics; Revised
edition, April 29, 2003), and alludes to this text in Mémoires, where he mentions De Quincy by name and
his friend and companion, Ann, who is a prostitute living on the streets of London and helps him in dark
times of need when he falls ill from taking opium. At one point in Confessions, De Quincy loses track of
Ann’s whereabouts, and their relationship and her having disappeared, haunt him thereafter.
James Hogg. De Quincey and His Friends: Personal Recollections, Souvenirs and Anecdotes of Thomas De
Quincey, His Friends and Associates [1895]. (Ithaca: Cornell University Library, 2009).
60
This particular collage seems very personal and candid; Debord poetically references his desires and
fears, and how he desperately clings to a vision of the future that almost seems out of reach. He cites
Thomas De Quincy’s Confessions of an English Opium Eater” (De Quincy, Thomas. Confessions of an
English Opium Eater. New York: Penguin Classics; Revised edition, April 29, 2003), and we get the sense
that he is formally arranging the text in a way that matches the technique he is deploying, which is to say
that the formal aspects of the text imitate the psychogeographic nature of the book itself. Guy-Ernst Debord,
Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. Mémoires. (Copenhagen: Permild & Rosengreen, 1959), p. 9.
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the authors’ philosophical beliefs in play and chance.61 It also leads into another key
philosophical activity that Debord and Jorn (and later the SI) practiced on the streets of
Paris, and which informed their decision to create the loose structure seen in Mémoires.
The French term dérive or “drift” in English, was a technique for letting oneself be pulled
toward certain geographical ambiances in an urban environment, whether that be a
particular cafe playing live music, a dark alley with seedy characters, or a pristine garden
near an art museum. Of course, the intention of the dérive was not to arrive at any
particular location, but to let the landscape shape the way in which a person – or in this
case the reader – moved through it. Debord and Jorn believed that in letting oneself be
influenced by varied ambiances, the individual partaking in the dérive would become part
of situations or create their own situations involving other people, which they felt was
critical to the revival of a culture that had lost its way in the drudgery and routine of daily
life. The practice of the dérive became a formal technique that Debord and Jorn used
throughout Mémoires to connect text and images to Jorn’s painterly marks, or to
challenge the natural path of the reader, and encourage or discourage her to read in
certain directions. Ultimately, the reader could be pulled in by a large black rectangular
form with the word “FIN” typed in the negative space, or choose just two words from
which to begin her journey (Figure 21).

“Shocked by this rigid repetition of a fixed pattern of mobility, Debord conceived dérive as a way of
creating completely new, unpredictable itineraries, dependent on chance and the spontaneous subjective
impulses and reactions of the wanderer.” Peter Wollen. Situationists and Architecture. (London: New Left
Review 8, March-April, 2001).
61
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Figure 21. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.
Regardless of the reader’s ingress, she will surely take away multiple meanings from the
same page on different occasions.
This collage also seems to allude to Debord’s feelings of desire, passion, and
desperation as they relate to his home country of France, as well as his personal
relations with young women (or perhaps one in particular named Barbara). Throughout
the story, there are several allusions to drinking and drug use, and in this collage, we
encounter the verb boire, a French verb that translates to “to drink” in English. Although
this reference seems quite harmless, it’s important to note that a large part of the preSituationist (and SI’s) identity was embedded in the night culture of Paris, particularly in
the Saint-Germain-des-Prés neighborhood, where countless nights were spent in cafés
and bars. Debord was only 27 years old when Mémoires was published and selfidentified as a heavy drinker and outspoken agitator. Despite the strong political and
philosophical current that runs throughout the work, on the surface, Mémoires is an
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exciting tale of a young man’s journey, which Greil Marcus aptly describes as a
“schoolboy adventure.”62
Apart from the playful nature of this first chapter, we also encounter Debord’s first
serious cinematic project, the feature-length experimental film, Howls for Sade
(Hurlements en Faveur de Sade, 1952) (Figures 22-23), which contained no images,
only stream-of-consciousness voiceovers provided by members of the LI.

Figure 22. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute
showing detail of collage depicting Hurlements en Faveur de Sade (Howls for Sade)
reference, April, 2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959,
Permild & Rosengreen.

Greil Marcus, “Guy Debord's Mémoires: a Situationist Primer.” in: Elisabeth Sussman, (ed.) On the
Passage of a few People Through a Rather Brief Moment in Time: the Situationist International 1957-1972.
Cambridge: MIT Press, 1989.
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Figure 23. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.
This was one of Debord’s first major artistic statements, and became integral to
his philosophy on cinema and the production of art. I will discuss Hurlements en Faveur
de Sade in more depth later in this thesis, but it should be mentioned that Debord
references the film quite literally in this chapter of Mémoires.
DECEMBER 1952: APPROPRIATION AND LAYERING
The second chapter of Mémoires, December 1952, begins with a quote from the
Dutch historian, Johan Huizinga, from his book The Waning of the Middle Ages:

Every age aspires to a better world. The more somber and confused the
present is, the deeper this hope becomes. As the middle ages declined, life
filled with a somber sadness...in the 15th century it wasn’t in fashion nor well
received, one could say, to praise life openly. It was appreciated only to
mention suffering and desperation. The world was on the path to its end and
all earthly things to its path of corruption... All we know about the feelings of
the aristocracy shows this as a need to be down morally. Nearly all of them
declare that they have only seen misery and they are expecting it to worsen,
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and would not want to follow that path again. The poet and writer Charles le
Téméraire chose as his motto: » La Marche has suffered so much » He ﬁnds
in life a bitter taste and his portrait is striking for its morose expression
common on faces of that age.63

The chapter begins with a somber tone, and the reader can sense that this was a
transitional period for Debord, who appears in a black and white photo in the first
collage, looking staring blankly to the right of the page, as if gazing absently into the
future. The opening passage from Huizinga complements this sentiment, yet seems to
be a hopeful resignation that looks away from the past, and especially the Lettrists, and
focuses more clearly on the future of his new group, the LI. It was in December 1952,
that the LI congealed and became a more formal group, at the founding conference of
the Lettrist International in Aubervilliers, France.64 The end of 1952 was a period of
artistic growth for Debord, which is referenced quite literally in text and images placed
strategically throughout the chapter. He found his footing as leader of the Ll, and
became more confident in openly critiquing culture, politics, and artistic production. One
of the more militant actions he took during this time was against the famous actor
Charlie Chaplin, in an infamous episode where he and his fellow LI colleagues drafted a
controversial flyer that skewered Chaplin’s role in popular culture, which they then
circulated at the actor’s press conference at the Ritz Carlton in Paris. “No More Flat
Feet” was a diatribe against everything Chaplin stood for, and caused a stir with police
enforcement and even some of the Lettrists, including Isidore Isou, who responded with
their own letter claiming they thought the act was childish and not in line with their

Guy-Ernest Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. Mémoires. (Copenhagen: Permild &
Rosengreen. 1959).
64
Bart Lans. “The Making of Fin de Copenhague & Mémoires: The Tactic of Détournement in the
Collaboration between Guy Debord and Asger Jorn.” (History paper, Delft Technology University, 2008).
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beliefs.65 This led to Isou’s exclusion, and only created a bigger wedge between Debord
and the Lettrists, fueling the fire for even more aggressive and seemed to fuel the fire for
even more combative behavior.
Throughout the second chapter, the collages increasingly become more jumbled
and seemingly incoherent, as text often seems to collapse in on itself and become
intentionally indiscernible. In one particular collage (Figures 24-26), the majority of text
seems to originate from newspaper articles and overlaps with other text on the page, or
cuts off in the middle of a sentence.

Figure 24. Mémoires,1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.

65

(Distributed by the Lettrist International on October 29, 1952 at the Ritz Carlton Hotel in Paris at which
Charlie Chaplin held a press conference). Published in Internationale Lettriste #1, (December 1952).
Translated from the French by Donald Nicholson-Smith and reprinted in Jean-Michel Mension, The Tribe
[San Francisco: City Lights, 2001]. Serge Berna, Jean-Louis Brau, Guy-Ernest Debord, and Gil J. Wolman.
“No More Flat Feet.” Internationale Lettriste #1 (November 1952). Trans. Sophie Rosenberg.
http://www.notbored.org/no-more-flat-feet.html
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Figure 25. Mémoires,1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959,Permild &
Rosengreen.

Figure 26. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.

There are also vivid red-orange splotches of color that look very similar to blood
splatterings which evoke a visceral response, especially in conjunction with the
overabundance of text which in many cases is unreadable. A translation of the text,
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beginning roughly from the top left of the collage and moving down toward the bottom
right of the page, follows:66
A chaotic reflection about life on themes revised (over and over) indefinitely
This whole pretty world moves in a universe or colors
Prostitution is the most common form of delinquency in the Chevilly
Observation Centre they are interned in an establishment on Bon Pasteur
Street where they are sent for three months observation by the “Children of
the Seine” Court. They cite the following figures: of 42 minors (female)
passing through the Centre in 1956, 276 had been arrested for vagrancy.
Among them, 17 were prostitutes
Indifferent, disconnected from all, without accepting themselves
The slow passing of hours, days, unchanging surroundings
a balanced picture of our style of life
DARK PASSAGE
night travelers
better picture of this asphyxiated society which is ours
the bottles are going to bed
I remember a confused mass of things but can’t pick out anything in
particular.
I recall a quarrel but not its cause
Everyone twenty years old has genius (thinks he’s intelligent)
Fifteen on a dead man’s chest. Yo-ho-ho and a bottle of rum! Drink and the
devil sent them off (did them in). Yo-ho-ho! And a bottle of rum!
Lava / ash / lava / main crater
This prestigious hideaway
Secondary crater
Main escape (chimney) / secondary escape (chimney)
What career would you want to work at after leaving school? Have you freely
chosen your successive jobs or have you been constrained by the need to
work?
What are your favorite past times during leisure time?
How goes the world at present sin?67

This collage exhibits a second critical term and practice that later became central
to the Situationist program, and which was one of the driving artistic forces in Mémoires.
The French term détournement translates to something being diverted, misappropriated,
or hijacked from a different source. The phrase was introduced by the Lettrists in 1956,
Guy-Ernest Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. Mémoires. (Copenhagen: Permild &
Rosengreen,1959), p. 21
67
Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. Mémoires. Copenhagen: Permild & Rosengreen,
1959. Trans. of publication Leo Girard (trans. of text in thesis Megan Merritt.)
66
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and the concept would be used by Situationists a few years later as a subversive
technique for turning capitalist production against itself.68 Debord and Jorn believed that
the contents of a new language already existed in society, and that by reassembling the
pieces in a new context, they could create a society where implicit change was possible.
With this in mind, they used the technique of détournement to create poetic landscapes
in Mémoires, going so far as to declare on the title page that the book was made entirely
out of pre-existing materials.69 Almost every element of the book has been ripped off or
détourned from its original source, and reappropriated to align with Debord’s vision for
the future. The argument that a revolutionary voice already existed within the detritus of
these media sources is reflected in this and every other collage in Mémoires, where
borrowed passages from different media are juxtaposed next to images that crisscross
over one another, often creating seemingly disjointed and unsettling compositions.
However, Debord’s introductory disclaimer only applies to the text and graphic image
portions of the book, not to Jorn’s painterly marks which are original works, albeit
reproducible once the book was published and distributed. Jorn’s marks that create the
overall infrastructure for the text, work in concert with the graphic text and images and
produce a poetic finished product.
In this particular collage, we see images of Debord, Michele Bernstein, Mohamed
Dahou, and a group portrait of the LI, as well as a graphic of a crater that appears to be
from a geography textbook (Figures 27-29).70

Internationale Situationniste #1. “Definitions,” 1958. trans. Ken Knabb.
http://www.cddc.vt.edu/sionline///si/definitions.html.
69
“Cet ouvrage est entièrement composé d’éléments préfabriqués” from Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures
Portantes d’Asger Jorn. Mémoires. Trans. Leo Girard and Megan Merritt. (Copenhagen: Permild &
Rosengreen, 1959.)
70
Michele Bernstein and Mohamed Dahou were members of the LI, the latter being associated with the
Algerian branch of the group.
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Figure 27. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.

Figure 28. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.
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Figure 29. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.
In my personal copy of Mémoires, this particular collage was shown in its raw
state, after Debord had meticulously laid out each phrase of text on the page, and before
Jorn contributed his Indian ink marks to the paper. In this copy, published by Editions
Allia in Paris in 2004, there are what appear to be photos of a few collages arranged by
Debord that only include text and images, and which haven’t yet been splattered with
paint by Asger Jorn.71 The crinkled white background page is textured like a cloth or
cellophane, and the graphic images and text appear a light brown tinge against the
backdrop. Rusty paperclips hold the pages together in the top page corners, and pencil
marks indicating page number can be seen at the top right of the pages. The paperclips
have been taken off and replaced, it seems, by the rust-colored markings left behind,

71

Guy Debord-Ernest and Asger Jorn. Mémoires: Structures Portantes d'Asger Jorn. (Paris: Editions
Allia, 2004).
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some of which overlap, which may suggest that the pages were re-arranged or changed
throughout Debord’s artistic process. The half-finished collages included in the Editions
Allia version of Mémoires were a helpful reference to see how the newspaper and
textbook clippings varied in color and tone, and how Debord literally included a crumpled
and folded newspaper clipping to the page, carefully arranging which portions of the text
would remain readable.72 It seems fairly obvious, but it’s worth mentioning that the
painterly marks Jorn adds to these collages drastically change the ways in which each
collage is interpreted and structured. After studying these Debord’s collages before Jorn
contributed his markings to the page, it was clear just how impactful his artistic
perspective (as well as Permild’s) was in this project. The layering effect of text and
painterly marks, and the ways in which the markings create a support system for the
text, is another dimension of this project that needs to be explored in depth, and one that
is a major component of Mémoires.
SEPTEMBER 1953: MAPPING
The third chapter, September 1953, s introduced by the 18th century French
military officer and diplomat, Soubise: “How unfortunate! And who can we rely on?
Enthusiasm, goodwill, disposition, I dare say was on our side. But in half an hour the
maneuvers of the king of Prussia made the cavalierly and infantry submit; everything
retrieved without ﬂeeing but without ever looking back.”73 The third and final chapter is
perhaps the most interesting, as it appears to mark the moment when Debord splits from
the LI and starts to merge with Jorn’s art group, the Bauhaus Imaginiste, and the
Psychogeographical Society of London, which eventually merge to become the

Guy Debord-Ernest, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. Mémoires: (Paris: Editions Allia, 2004).
Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. Mémoires. (Copenhagen: Permild &
Rosengreen, 1959).
72
73
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Situationist International (SI). In one collage, early in the chapter, a line reads: “This
nature of the movements of groups who form and break apart and who, nonetheless,
weren’t at all able to follow another [route, way],” and further down on the page in the
same collage, a line reads: “To help create a situation.”74 The very next collage includes
images of Debord, Hadj Mohamed Dahou, and another young man who appears to have
been a part of the Lettrist group75. In this collage, texts fragments like, “In seeing
ourselves again in this way, I think about our walk; but the end of the road,” and “new
surroundings,” and allusions to the idea of potlatch, like “to the great Indian totems of
North America.”76 This chapter is also marked by a shift in imagery where Debord
introduces maps as visual elements, which often appear to be cut up and spliced. This is
an important period not only in Debord’s life, and in his banding together with new artistic
groups, but as a moment during which mapping urban space became integral to Debord
and Jorn’s understanding of the city. Psychogeography, a term defined earlier in this
thesis, is a way of experiencing an urban environment, and noticing the effects it has on
individuals within that space. Debord first wrote about psychogeography in 1955, but
mentions that the term was first suggested in the summer of 1953.77 Debord explains
that psychogeography “Sets for itself the study of the precise laws and specific effects of
the geographical environment, whether consciously organized or not, on the emotions
and behavior of individuals.”78 Simon Sadler’s The Situationist City, references Debord
and Jorn’s interest in cartography and alternative mapping as methods by which to they

Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. Mémoires. (Copenhagen: Permild &
Rosengreen, 1959), p 33
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Debord and Jorn, p 34
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Debord and Jorn, p 34
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Guy Debord. “Introduction to a Critique of Urban Geography.” Les Lèvres Nues #6 (September 1955),
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could put their new method of surveying urban space (the dérive) to paper. Cartesian
maps had traditionally been made to impose order on a city, as Sadler mentions, but
Debord and Jorn were interested in exploring the ways in which the urban environment
could be re-organized according to the “surreal disorientation of their drifts,” which would
later manifest in several notable alternative maps, the Guide Psychogeographique de
Paris: discours sur les passions de l’armour (1956) and Naked City (1957), both of which
will be discussed later in this thesis as integral to their philosophical understanding of
space. To briefly summarize the visual components of Debord and Jorn’s maps, though,
and to draw parallels with a collage in this chapter, I should mention that both the Guide
Psychogeographique de Paris and Naked City were screen printed map projects of
Paris. The pair took three-dimensional overhead maps of Paris and cut them into pieces,
each fragment representing a part of the city they felt “worthy of study and
preservation.”79 Thick black arrows connected certain parts of the city, based entirely on
the ambient and sentimental effects of these geographies, and having nothing to do with
the actual physical location of each arrondissement.80 These maps were meant to be
subjective and based solely on the ways in which specific ambiances within the city were
connected. Debord and Jorn recognized that certain sections of neighborhoods
contained certain atmospheres, and as such, they created visual representations of
these connections based on their perceptions of the landscape. As Sadler aptly points
out: “Situationist maps accordingly declared an intimacy with the city alien to the average
street map.”81
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It made sense, then, that in several of the collages in the final chapter of
Mémoires, we see several maps that have been manipulated by the artists and
reinterpreted in context with seemingly unrelated text and imagery. In one particular
collage, there is a map of the London railway network where black lines meander to
create an intricate web that becomes entangled and convoluted toward the center, then
branches out into a network of lines as the eye moves toward the outer edges of the city
limits (Figures 30-33).

Figure 30. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.
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Figure 31. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.

Figure 32. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.
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Figure 33. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.
The map doesn’t show the boundaries or city limits of London, though, and as
Sadler points out in The Situationist City, Debord cleverly used a map drawn before
1931, the year London Transport altered the system entirely, possibly as an allusion to
the changing streets and boulevards of Paris which were becoming more congested with
traffic.82 What may have piqued the artist’s interest in this particular map, though, was
how the veins of the railway paid little regard to the internal boundaries of the city. Over
top of the web-like map are wisps of deep royal blue ink (which appear as a turquoise
color in the 1993 facsimile) that seem to become part of the map and add to the layered
effect of railway lines.83 In the bottom portion of the page are two figures: the first a man
in what appears to be medieval dress, with loose fitting clothing that seems to drape
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over his shoulders and head, and holding a long spear or sword. The other figure is a
woman who appears to be posing for some type of fashion magazine, dressed in a midlength pleated skirt, and wearing a blouse and high heel shoes. She faces to the right
and off the page, while the medieval male figure is on the left side of the page, in profile,
and looking toward the right of the page as well. The language in the collage is equally
as elusive as it is in the other collages, but begins to explicitly address the urban
landscape and maps in particular:84

The real decor (setting) of the streets
The full use of one’s self (using one’s self to the fullest)
Next week -- the distant light (light from afar)
This quest might not all be in vain on the condition that you don’t let yourself be
duped by the illusion of understanding that our memory gives us
The systematic exploration of ancient maps (maps of past days)
Debord’s growing interest in subjectively mapping his own environment seems to take
shape during this period, and becomes a prelude to his work with Jorn a few years later
when they create psychogeographic maps of Paris. However, I also believe that Ivan
Chtcheglov’s piece, “Formulary for a New Urbanism,” published in the first issue of the
journal, Internationale Situationniste, played a major role in influencing Debord to focus
on the lived urban experience as expressed through the dérive and understood through
psychogeography.85 “Formulary for a New Urbanism” is a stunning piece of writing that
poetically explains how the time has come for a new avant-garde, which will be
envisioned through the exploration of architecture and urban space.86 Chtcheglov
explains that, “Everyone wavers between the emotionally still-alive past and the already
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dead future,” and discusses the urgent need to reinterpret the city and create
opportunities for leisure and play.87 The sentiment of turning away from the past and
looking toward the future seems to be reflected in the images of the Medieval man and
fashionable woman in the above-mentioned collage in Mémoires. Debord (and
Chtcheglov) urge us to look beyond the outdated avant-garde of the early twentieth
century, and confront a future where cities aren’t overrun with billboards and
mechanization, but contain changeable landscapes and interesting architectural spaces.
The rest of the collages in this final chapter include architectural images that
span thousands of years, including a flatiron building and a honeycomb shaped hut,
which appear to be taken from anthropology or history textbooks (Figures 34-36).

Figure 34. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.

Gilles Ivain [Ivan Chtcheglov], “Formulary for a New Urbanism,” Internationale Situationniste #1. Paris:
Situationist International, June 1958.
87
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Figure 35. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.

Figure 36. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.
The images look like stock illustrations common in textbooks that display typical
structures from specific regions of the world or belong to particular cultures. In the
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penultimate collage in the chapter, and in the book, is a page almost entirely covered in
blue ink, with the negative space operating as a text box for short lines of text, one of
which reads: “Where shall we meet up [get together] tomorrow?” which seems to allude
to the future of the LI, who congregated in bars and cafes to discuss pressing
contemporary issues of the day, and tried to excavate the lost city of Paris, which the SI
would later fight to preserve.88
Debord’s interest in architecture and space seem to have developed during this
period, and we can see this emerging interest give him the momentum he’s been
seeking to found the Sl a few years later. On the final page of the book, we see an
elegant collage with the simple phrase, “I wanted to speak the beautiful language of my
century.”89 A vibrant round splotch of red-orange paint that hovers over the text. This
final string of text encapsulates the entire project, which was to produce a revolutionary
map for the future out of the broken fragments of the past.
Mémoires uses non-linear narrative and expressionist gestures to weave a story
of the twentieth century that is purposefully fragmented, ambivalent, and passionate. To
demonstrate how Jorn’s painterly marks within the book operated in concert with the
found graphic images and text, I have written three ekphrastic poems detailing the three
different chapters of the book. These function as visual descriptions of the formal
components of the book, and do not engage with the symbolic textual meaning of the
narrative. In the following poetic descriptions of particular collages included in the three
chapters, it becomes clear that the connection between text and image, between the
austere typography and the vivid ink marks, are integral to the reader’s understanding of
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how this work could have been perceived visually, perceptually, and semiotically. In this
context, I am describing my intimate perceptions of Mémoires as they exist in the
archives, and as first editions, which is perhaps how the book was intended to be
viewed.
EKPHRASIS: A POETIC RE-TELLING OF MÉMOIRES
JUNE 1952
Slashes of wild lilac cut across the page creating small slivers of space reminiscent of
the slice of land between boulevards, the elegant strip of land that demarcates an
avenue, or the tiny islands that float just beyond a peninsula. Among the elegance,
though, is an overt violence. A knife dipped in ink and placed delicately on the page only
to be pushed further into the grains and pulp of the paper and pulled, creating long,
slender streaks. Lilac is a restful color, reminding us of fragrant fields of the flowering
bud which relaxes the mind and eases our bodies. A mass of lilac in the center out of
which these slashes originate, a blob of color that neither floats autonomously or
punctures the paper, but simply resides, perhaps just for a moment, upon the fleshy
page. Small drips from the penknife are incidental, mistakenly creating marks near the
edges atop the slashes of color, creating a softness to an otherwise murderous scene in
purple. Crumbled paper with round and bulbous typography is flattened and fixed in time
at the bottom of the page, fallen from its place of origin to be canonized for the ages. A
thicker slash of lilac arcs across the flattened text creating intention and exposing the
text. The rounded arc is mimicked in the cutting of the text, which has been surgically
severed to create puzzle pieces that precisely fit into each other. A mountain peak is
formed from the pieces; a valley dips from atop the peak and rounds downward creating
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a voluptuous valley of indecipherable text. These landmasses of broken letters and
words create endless possibilities, a scrambled map, a poetic archipelago.
DECEMBER 1952
She sits longingly at a nameless bar gazing down at her drink. Her profile suggests
youth and melancholy, and memories flicker all around her, yet she sits static,
unflinching. Her spirit surrounds her and is manifest in the black and white dappled aura
that floats around her figure. Perhaps it’s Michele or Barbara, or a different girl whose
heart led her to be immortalized. She is engulfed by two royal blue amorphous heaps
that touch her ankles and legs, and close in around her. The dueling blue forms produce
mirrored Rorschach-like inkblot and two grotesque faces emerge from the two branches
that climb up the sides of the page around the female figure. Gazing at the top of the two
mirrored shapes, the two faces seem to stare curiously at each other with loose jaws
and large noses. One face looks toward the past, enshrining the moments of bliss and
naiveté, while the other face peers toward the future, an undocumented journey that will
unfold into a revolutionary agenda. Becoming a single entity, but never fully coalescing,
the blue figures are entwined but always keep their distance. They branch apart into two
distinct forms that are unique peninsulas or individual bodies of land or flesh, with only a
tenuous strand connecting them.
SEPTEMBER 1953
Spindles of blue thread create visual connections of the stories and lives of our
protagonists. The cast of men is displayed valiantly, proudly, painting each character as
an arbiter of a new generation of revolutionaries. Our hero, Debord, is a fragment who
appears to be walking in a black and white photo, gracefully encased in delicate blue
wisps. The shape that surrounds him forms an arrow with three forks pulsing straight
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ahead and right, toward the future, toward our next adventure. Beneath him, Dahou, our
mighty character carrying the torch of idealism in Algiers, his form becoming a portal for
limitless direction. Arching blue lines flag toward the past, while firm lines point like
sunrays toward the future. A sense of kinetic energy radiates from the blue markings that
originate in a single point, and then shoot off into starbursts that emit a sense of
excitement for the unknown. Self-proclaimed geniuses ushering in a new wave of
spirited radicalism. Yet pursuit of change comes with its detractors, with its brute force.
Bang! Rat-ta-ta-ta!
Bullets rain on the Algerians, and the colonized are further oppressed. Smoke billows
from the guns and a swathe of uniformed military officers steadily shoot into the distance
at fearful targets. And yet our simple cast of characters, three young radical men, have
armed themselves with the poetic expression of their generation, and their reluctant
optimism is felt in the directional splashes of blue ink that connect their shared narratives
and link them to a revolutionary future.
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CHAPTER THREE
DEVELOPMENT OF MÉMOIRES
The hacienda must be built…It must be sought in the magical locales of fairy tales and
surrealist writings: castles, endless walls, little forgotten bars, mammoth caverns, casino
mirrors.
— Gilles Ivain [Ivan Chtcheglov], Formulary for a New Urbanism 90

Leading up to the creation of Mémoires were many important artistic projects
executed by both Debord and Jorn, who worked separately on some works and
collaborated on others. In this chapter, I will be discussing the pair’s collaborative works
preceding Mémoires, as well as their independent projects using different media
including film, collage, and painting. The works highlighted in this chapter were chosen
based on their relevance to Mémoires, and provide context in terms of the formal
elements found in the book, including the cut outs of map segments, allusions to
Debord’s cinematic works, and the gestural and folkloric markings added by Jorn. The
case studies presented will provide a background on both artists’ works and will draw
contextual links between their individual projects and how those organically led to the
creation of the Mémoires.
NAKED CITY (1957)
The second psychogeographic map created by Debord and Jorn, Naked City
(Figures 37-39), was inspired by the 1948 noir film, The Naked City, which was filmed on
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location on the streets of New York City and was an American film partially shot in a
documentary style.91

Figure 37. Naked City, 1957. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute,
March, 2016.

Figure 38. Naked City, 1957. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute,
March, 2016.
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Productions, 1948. Film.)
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Figure 39. Naked City, 1957. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute,
March, 2016.
In Sadler’s The Situationist City, he details the opening scene of the film where
the camera captures an aerial view of the city as the camera moves northward, and the
narrator proclaims that the actors played out their roles on location, not in a production
studio, showing real apartment housing and portraying “the city as it is.”92 It may have
been the sense of authenticity this opening scene of Naked City provided that inspired
Debord and Jorn to name their psychogeographic map after it. The pair’s
psychogeographic cartographic map of Paris would be representative of the reverie
Debord and Jorn sought on the streets of the city, and which they felt should be
reconstructed to match their personal impulses and desires. This was their second foray
into developing an alternative guide to experiencing the city and connecting certain
areas of Paris, despite the traditional scientific approach posited by Cartesian logic.
Using a banal tourist map of Paris from 1951, the Guide Taride de Paris, Debord and
Jorn cut the map into various pieces (19 pieces, it’s suspected) and recreated the city
based on their subjective experiences of particular “unities of ambiance.”93 They used
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red arrows to connect certain geographic spaces which otherwise may not have been in
geographic proximity to one another.94 Their vision of Paris was purely subjective and
based on personal encounters accessed through dérives, the unmapped wanderings
through the city which allowed them to traverse various areas and succumb to the
gravitational impulses and vortices that were implicit within the city streets. As Sadler
states, “Situationist cartography admitted that its overview of the city was reconstructed
in the imagination, piecing together an experience of space that was actually terrestrial,
fragmented, subjective, temporal, and cultural.”95 As Sadler notes, Debord and Jorn
weren’t disillusioned about mapping, they simply sought a different way of experiencing
and interpreting an urban space, one which expressed a much more intimate portrayal of
the city than traditional Cartesian maps, which offered only an empirical and precise
measurement of space, excluding the people, places, and stories which were ultimately
the heart of the urban environment.96 According to Debord, “With the aid of old maps,
aerial photographs and experimental dérives, one can draw up hitherto lacking maps of
influences, maps whose inevitable precision at this early stage is no worse than that of
the first navigational charts.”97
Debord was unquestionably confident that through experimental dérives and the
creation of psychogeographical maps devoid of scientific objectivity, he and Jorn could
potentially create a Paris suitable for Situationist practice and play. Debord especially
drew influence from visual artists like Giovanni Battista Piranesi and Claude Lorraine,
who painted architecturally surreal and disorienting structures, and imaginative
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landscapes containing architectural elements, respectively (Figures 40-41), which
reflected on his personal admiration and passion for unpredictable environments.98

Figure 40. Carceri Plate VII – The Drawbridge from the series Carceri d'Invenzione.
1745-printed later, etching on white laid paper. Giovanni Battista Piranesi. Accessed
April 23, 2016. Image taken from
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/Giovanni_Battista_Piranesi#/media/File:Piranesi9c.j
pg

Guy-Ernst Debord. “Introduction to a Critique of Urban Geography.” Trans. Ken Knabb. Les Lèvres
Nues #6. Paris: September 1955.“I scarcely know of anything but those two harbors at dusk painted by
Claude Lorrain — which are in the Louvre and which juxtapose extremely dissimilar urban ambiances —
that can rival in beauty the Paris metro maps. I am not, of course, talking about mere physical beauty — the
new beauty can only be a beauty of situation — but simply about the particularly moving presentation, in
both cases, of a sum of possibilities.”
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Figure 41. Odysseus Returns Chryseis to Her Father, 1644. Oil on canvas. Claude
Lorraine. Accessed April 23, 2016. Image taken from
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Claude_Lorrain_024.jpg
In the LI journal, Potlatch, Debord wrote, “Piranesi is psychogeographical in the stairway.
Claude Lorrain is psychogeographical in the juxtaposition of a palace neighborhood and
the sea.”99 In Naked City, we see a re-imagined Paris, an idealized map showing how
the artists’ might have wandered through the city and experienced the subtext of the
streets according to their personal emotional impulses.
HOWLS FOR SADE (HURLEMENTS EN FAVEUR DE SADE, 1952)
As touched on previously in this thesis, in June of 1952, Debord debuted his first
feature-length film, Howls for Sade (Hurlements en Faveur de Sade), which contained
no images, only a soundtrack composed of dialogue by members of the LI including Gil
Wolman (whom the film is dedicated to), Serge Berna, Barbara Rosenthal, Isidore Isou,
and Debord (Figure 42).100
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Figure 42. Howls for Sade (Hurlements en Faveur de Sade) still image, 1952.. Guy
Debord. Accessed April 16, 2016. Image taken from
http://pwp.detritus.net/news/2002/04.html
Howls for Sade was over an hour long, but the voiceovers totaled less than twenty
minutes in length, leaving long stretches of time when viewers sat in their seats staring
at a white screen that only oscillated from black to white for brief periods. Formally
speaking, it seems Debord was encouraging viewers to fully engage with the textual
dialogue of the film rather than being distracted or entranced by moving images on the
screen. Debord may also have intended for viewer’s to reconcile their previously held
beliefs regarding the nature of film, though it seems his intentions may have been lost on
viewers who watched the initial screening held at the Ciné-club d’Avant-Garde in Paris
on June 30, 1952.101 From practically the beginning of the film, the club managers,
audience, and even LI members became enraged at the extremist nature of the film.102
Following the debut, several members of the LI distanced themselves from the group
itself, despite Howls having been influenced by Wolman’s highly regarded film, The
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Anticoncept (L’Anticoncept, 1952) which preceded Debord’s film and was released the
same year.
As Ken Knabb states, “The content of this film should be considered in the
context of the Lettrist avant-garde of the period…where it represents a negation and
supersession of Isou’s conception of “discrepant cinema,” and on the anecdotal level,
from the mode of using double first names (Jean-Isidore, Guy-Ernest, Albert-Jules,
etc.).”103 Wolman’s use of a weather balloon as a film screen effectively treated “the
screen as a new aesthetic object,” in which he hung draperies and other objects in front
of, and asked viewers to involve themselves in the film by walking up to the balloon and
talking or gesturing in front of it.104 Such strategies were meant to disrupt the traditional
function of the medium, which relied on a rectangular screen on which to project a film,
and passive audience members who sat silently in their seats. The Lettrist’s fundamental
issue with cinema was the medium’s reliance on a disengaged audience, and their
challenge was ultimately to negate and destroy cinema altogether. This philosophical
approach was deeply rooted in Marxist film theory, which essentially forced the viewer to
become an active, and at times participatory, member of the audience and which utilized
jarring techniques such as dissonant visual juxtapositions, détourning films, and
overdubbing them with political rhetoric.105 Wolman’s The Anticoncept (L’Anticoncept)
also lacks moving images, and the film screen itself is replaced with a weather balloon
offering only “brief black sequences and a white disk whose edge in projection matches
as closely as possible the screen’s circumference,” and a surface on which shadows
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from the audience can be cast.106 Having clearly been influenced by Wolman’s film,
Howls takes this concept a step further, creating a critical fissure between himself and
other members of the LI. At the beginning of Debord’s film, we hear guttural animalistic
sounds from the artist, the “howls” that we would expect given the title of the film, or
perhaps warning signals that the end of cinema is here. We then hear five voices
speaking in a stream of consciousness narrative:

Voice 1 (Gil Wolman): What a springtime! Crib sheet for the history of film:
1902: A Trip to the Moon. 1920: The Cabinet of Doctor Caligari.
1924: Entr’acte. 1926: Potemkin. 1928: An Andalusian Dog. 1931: City
Lights. Birth of Guy-Ernest Debord. 1951:Treatise on Slime and Eternity.
1952: The Anticoncept. Howls for Sade.
Voice 5 (Jean-Isadore Isou): “Just as the projection was about to begin, GuyErnest Debord was supposed to step onto the stage and make a few
introductory remarks. Had he done so, he would simply have said: ‘There is
no film. Cinema is dead. No more films are possible. If you wish, we can
move on to a discussion.’”
Voice 3 (Serge Berna): Article 516. Property is either real or personal.
Voice 2 (Guy-Ernest Debord): In order never to be alone again.
Voice 1 (Gil Wolman): She is ugliness and beauty — like everything we love
today.
Voice 2 (Guy-Ernest Debord): The arts of the future can be nothing less than
disruptions of situations.
Voice 3 (Serge Berna): In the cafés of Saint-Germain-des-Prés!107

The voices weave together an unrelated, and in most cases détourned, narrative over a
blank white screen, which changes to a black screen in certain moments, with periods of
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prolonged silence. The film’s finale is 24 minutes of silence over a white screen. In the
film, Debord pointedly negates the form of the cinematic medium, raising awareness of
the passivity of the spectator and identifying the ways in which advanced capitalist
media had become an oppressive tool designed to limit the scope of human interaction
and suppress political issues that an engaged and active public would take issue with.108
Howls for Sade is referenced quite literally in the first chapter of Mémoires (Figure 43),
and appears to mark a significant artistic turning point for Debord.

Figure 43. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.
In two back-to-back collages in this chapter, Debord makes reference to Howls for Sade
by including text fragments and images. In the first collage, Debord includes text
fragments that read: “Others have said and will say again, the beauty of that which one
is seeing on the big screen, the revolutionary use that the cinema has become;” and
“black screen, Guy-Ernest Debord;” as well as, “I removed all the movie reels and threw
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them away.”109 On the next page, we see a cartoon image of a man standing in front of a
group of people seated in chairs, where he gestures toward a blank white screen. At the
top of the page, the text, “Howls in favor of” are in bold and all capitalized type.110 The
film was the first of seven that Debord would complete during his lifetime, each of which
took cues from Marxist film theory and utilized the technique of détournement and strong
visual and dialectic juxtapositions which created non-linear narratives that critiqued high
capitalism and confronted the detrimental effects of advanced capitalism on culture.
POTLATCH
Potlatch was the Lettrist International’s experimental information bulletin,
borrowing its name from the “North American Indian word for a pre-commercial form of
circulation of goods, founded on the reciprocity of sumptuous gifts.”111 From June 1954
until November 1957, the group produced 29 issues of the journal. The bulletin was used
as propaganda tool for the group during a transitional post-World War II period in which
Debord and other LI members felt that post-war avant-gardists’ intentions to negate
artistic and cultural production had backfired. The group’s response was to publish a
semi-regular text that would attempt to answer some of the questions previous
generations of artists and revolutionaries had tried and failed to do. Or perhaps more
realistically, it seems their intent may have been to dismantle the very foundation on
which these questions had been posited.
Debord and members of the LI were familiar with aesthetic productions being
arbitrarily priced on the global market, and resisted the idea of allowing their artworks to
become commodities which could be systematically fashioned and purchased by
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consumers. In turn, it seems they were driven by a personal obligation to produce
cutting-edge works of art which addressed this very issue. According to Debord, Potlatch
was sent free of charge to addresses hand-selected by members of the LI and to others
who requested the journal.112 Strategically, Potlatch was produced to establish various
contacts in order to create a stronghold and “constitute a new movement, which had to
be a reunification of avant-garde cultural creation and the revolutionary critique of
society.”113 The bulletin would also set the stage for the SI, a group born organically from
the tenets and practices of the LI.
POTLATCH #4 – JULY 13, 1954
In the fourth issue of Potlatch, we see glimpses of what will become a formal
definition of psychogeography, which will play a critical role in the theoretical conception
of proceeding geographic collages, and ultimately in the development of Mémoires. In an
entry titled “Next Planet,” Debord discusses the allure of disorienting landscapes:

Although their builders are gone, a few disturbing pyramids resist the efforts
of travel agencies to render them banal.
The postman Cheval, working every night of his life, built his inexplicable
Ideal Palace in his garden in Hauterive, the first example of an architecture of
disorientation.114
In this baroque palace, which détourns the forms of certain exotic monuments
and stone vegetation, one can only lose oneself. Its influence will soon be
immense. The life-work of a single incredibly obstinate man cannot, of

“Potlatch was sent free of charge to addresses chosen by its editors, and to a few people who had
requested it. It was never sold. For its first issue, Potlatch ran to 50 copies. Towards the end of its
publication, its circulation had reached more than 400, or perhaps even 500 copies. Guy Debord. Preface to
Potlatch (1954-1957), Trans. Reuben Keehan. November, 1985.
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course, be appreciated in itself, as most visitors think, but instead reveals a
strange and unarticulated passion.
Struck by the same desire, Louis II of Bavaria built, at great expense in the
mountain forests of his kingdom, hallucinatory artificial castles, before
disappearing in shallow waters[…]
Ferdinand Cheval and Louis of Bavaria built the castles that they wanted to
build, in accordance with a new human condition.115

Debord’s first sentence is a clear and pointed statement about the state of commodified
cultural production, and how revered artistic and structural landmarks have become
reified tourist attractions. This “new human condition” of which Debord addresses, is
accessible through the construction of architectures of disorientation which in turn
change the ways in which people live and are influenced by their immediate geographic
surroundings. The homes of both Ferdinand Cheval and Louis of Bavaria express the
type of “strange and unarticulated passion” that Debord feels are the impetus to a future
revolutionary architectural construction, rooted in elements of play, leisure, and passion.
In this vein, several types of historical architectural structures appear across the
pages of Mémoires, namely in the final chapter, including images of the Flat Iron building
in New York City, thatched-roof houses, honeycomb shaped stone structures
surrounded by other small thatched-roof constructions, and Chinese architectural
buildings with pagoda style roofs. These various architectural styles appear to serve as
examples for future constructions which Debord and members of the LI and later SI
believed could alter the way people experienced and moved through space (Figure 44).
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Figure 44. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen.
POTLATCH #5 – JULY 20, 1954
In the next issue of Potlatch, Debord critiques the Swiss architect, Le Corbusier,
whose rectilinear structures, he believed, were rigid and soulless, glorifying a banality
that is created to repress those which experience the structures first-hand. In
“Skyscraper by the Roots,” Debord expresses his disgust for the architectural stylings of
Le Corbusier:
In these days where everything, every aspect of life, is becoming more and more
repressive, there is one man who is particularly repulsive…He builds individual living
cells, he builds capital cities for the Nepalese, he builds vertical ghettoes, he builds
morgues for an era that well knows what to do with them, he builds churches.
…Le Corbusier is trying to do away with streets. He even brags about it. His
program? To divide life into closed, isolated units, into societies under perpetual
surveillance; no more opportunities for uprisings or meaningful encounters; to
enforce an automatic resignation.
Only a fool could see this as modern architecture. It is nothing more than a
regression en mass to the old, not properly interred world of Christianity…
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The City of Atonement must be a living image of the sad, monotonous law of human
vicissitudes…For us, however, the earthly voyage is neither sad nor monotonous;
social laws are not fixed; questioned habits must give way to an incessant renewal of
the marvelous…
What does Mr. Le Corbusier know about human needs?116
Debord takes aim at Le Corbusier in particular, though in my estimation it’s clear
that Debord took offense to any and all architectural structures not created out of a
sense of passionate play and discovery. Le Corbusier in particular, though, was
infamous for his remark that houses were “machines for living in,” and because of his
popularity and architectural structures being ubiquitous throughout Europe, it’s not
surprising Le Corbusier became a lightning rod for critique by Debord and Jorn, the latter
of whom worked with the architect on the Pavillon des Temps Nouveaux at the 1937
Paris Exhibition.117
Later in this issue of Potlatch, in the article “Response to an inquiry from the
Belgian Surrealist Group,” a different theme is explored which relates directly to the
formal and aesthetic elements of Mémoires. In the article, the question, “What does the
word poetry mean to you?,” is posed and the Lettrist response exemplifies the ways in
which group members believed the traditional poetic medium to be dead:
Poetry has exhausted the last of its formal prestiges. Beyond simple
aesthetics, poetry consists entirely of human potential. It is written on the
faces of adventures and in the form of cities. Nothing is more urgent than the
creation of new faces and construction through upheaval. The new beauty
will be SITUATIONAL, that is to say fugitive and lived. The latest artistic
variations interest us only for the potential influence that might be found

“Skyscraper in the Roots.” Potlatch #20. Paris: July 20, 1954.
Ironically, the Museum Jorn in Silkeborg, Denmark, recently housed an exhibit called “What Moves Us:
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within them. To us, poetry means the elaboration of absolutely new conducts,
and the means of making them passionate.118
Debord and Jorn challenged the “formal prestiges” of poetry in Mémoires when
they reimagined how the formal elements of poetry could be manipulated to create a
psychogeographic roadmap for a lived and passionate future. Debord’s method of using
détourned text and imagery from various sources was the first way in which the poetic
aesthetic was transformed into something more revolutionary and cutting-edge, freeing
each fragment from its place of origin and re-contextualizing them within a new, more
politicized, framework. What appeared on first glance to be strings of random textual
fragments displayed on the page, are rather carefully curated selections of text borrowed
from Shakespeare, James Joyce, Thomas De Quincey, and others which have been
removed from their contemporary context and repurposed in order to turn “expressions
of the capitalist system and its media culture against [themselves].”119 Producing a poetic
art book that consisted entirely from détourned elements challenged and undermined the
poetic medium and effectively introduced a revolutionary work of art using specific
methodologies, later to be expounded upon in Situationist practice. Jorn’s “load-bearing
structures,” which took shape in the form of vivid streaks and wisps of color, were the
second way in which Mémoires was a non-traditional and visually compelling poetic
work. Jorn’s painterly marks linked certain textual passages together or disrupted the
chain of text, and added a complexity and richness to the work through his use of color,
gradient, and tone. The “upheaval” Lettrists speak of in their response to Belgian
Surrealists is put to practice within the formal elements of Mémoires, which shake the
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foundation of traditional poetry. The “new beauty” they seek is experiential and lived on
the city streets via the dérive, and it is within the psychogeographic markings in
Mémoires that Debord appeared to trace his personal history.
POTLATCH #7 – AUGUST 3, 1954
The seventh issue of Potlatch includes an article titled “The Destruction of the
Rue Sauvage,” which indirectly criticizes Parisian urban planners who are destroying
“psychogeographic landscapes” deemed precious to the LI:

One of the most beautiful spontaneously psychogeographical places in Paris
is in the process of disappearing.
Rue Sauvage, in the 13th Arrondissement, the site of the most moving
nocturnal view in the capital, located between the tracks of the Gare
d'Austerlitz and an area of empty ground along the Seine (rue Fulton, rue
Bellievre) has — since last winter — been enclosed with several of the kind of
debilitating structures that line the suburbs and house unfortunate people.
We deplore the disappearance of a little-known street, little known and
therefore more alive than the Champs Elysees for all its bright lights.
We have no predilection for the charms of ruins. But the civilian barracks that
we build in their place are so gratuitously ugly as to be an open invitation to
dynamiters.120
Mémoires addresses the issue of passionate landscapes, which appear to be the
“little-known” areas of Paris that had been overlooked, abandoned, or neglected. Though
Mémoires doesn’t include traditional cartographic maps of Paris, there are allusions to
particular areas of interest and adoration including Saint-Germain-des-Prés, the beloved
neighborhood of the LI and later the SI. In the Naked City collage (created in the same
year Mémoires was started), addresses the Parisian urban landscape directly and links

André-Frank Conord (Editor in Chief), “The Destruction of the Rue Sauvage,” Potlatch #7 (1954),
trans. by Gerardo Denís, Greil Marcus, and Reuben Keehan.
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particular areas, and excludes others, based solely on the effects they produce on the
individual (in this case Debord and Jorn), despite their geographic proximity. Their
estimation that the Rue Sauvage is more “alive” than the glamorous Champs-Élysées
with its luxury shops, cafes, and theaters that always seem to draw crowds isn’t
surprising; the spaces in which they believe new situations are possible are those far
from the confines of cultural consumption, where high-end brand names are displayed in
shop windows, feeding into consumer culture and the endless cycle of alienation.
ASGER JORN: POST-COBRA YEARS AND PRE-SITUATIONIST COLLAGE
Some of Asger Jorn’s best-known works were produced during the period when
he and Debord were finishing Mémoires, in 1959. Jorn was transitioning away from an
experimental period of surrealist automatism, which he and fellow CoBrA artist, Karel
Appel, had explored and in 1959, began creating “modified” canvases. Jorn would buy
landscape or portrait paintings from thrift stores and paint directly on top of them, so as
to use the existing material as a means to create an entirely new work of art. The
finished works would later be considered détourned paintings since Jorn was removing
an object from commercial circulation and modifying it, therefore inverting its meaning
and changing its cultural significance. These paintings more significantly address the
idea of materially détourning an object and undermining its value as a precious or
revered art form. Although these paintings have catapulted Jorn into the spotlight in
recent years (and for good reason), I would like to focus on a few lesser-known collages
that seem to precipitate his work on Mémoires, design, and mixed media.
In Jorn’s Untitled collage from 1956 (Figure 45), we see the artist step away from
the bright, bold, and aggressive color palette and brushstrokes he utilized in the COBRA
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group, and start working with neutral colors and a different media than he has
traditionally explored up until this point.

Figure 45. Asger Jorn. Untitled. Mixed media collage. 1956. Accessed April 23, 2015.
Image taken from: http://includemeout2.blogspot.com/2014/09/asger-jorn-collages.html
In this work, six pieces of paper and a fragment of newspaper text cover the upper-left
and bottom portion of the pages, while the central negative space is a harsh white tone.
Two long strips of dark grey paper and a strip of cardboard-colored paper run vertically
along the top center and right portion of the page, the latter partially covered by a lighter
grey piece of paper or perhaps fragment of newspaper or page from a book. A long, thin
strip of dark gray paper runs horizontally atop of the lighter grey strip. Over top of the
three strips of paper are black inkblots that uncomfortably and at once seem to create a
pair of eyes. The black ink streams down the page appearing to create a simple “L”
shaped nose, and the small strip of gray paper running horizontally seems to become a
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mouth. A face doesn’t appear at first, but after studying the collage, it emerges from the
very simple and gestural paint markings and horizontal and vertical collage elements. In
Jorn’s earlier works, faces appear when least expected: in swirling paint blotches or as
simplified stick figure or mythological creatures in many of his CoBrA works. In those
pieces, he typically used an unorthodox color palette, and many of the figural
representations appear to be monstrous and almost grotesque.
In Worthless Grave from 1956 (Figure 46), Jorn once again plays with negative
space, adding only slightly more colorful paper elements that appear to be ripped or torn.

Figure 46. Asger Jorn Worthless Grave. Mixed media collage. 1956. Accessed April 23,
2015. Image taken from: http://includemeout2.blogspot.com/2014/09/asger-jorncollages.html
Two fragments appear to be from a newspaper or magazine, and the painterly markings
in this collage are decidedly more gestural and nuanced. Both this collage and Untitled
point to Jorn’s growing interest in new and mixed media, and the ways in which he
explores the paper-based media while still using a paintbrush to add the large ink blots,
or in this case, graceful wisps of color, seem to naturally lead him to his painterly works
(“load-bearing structures”) in Mémoires. In Worthless Grave, there is foreshadowing of
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Mémoires insofar as Jorn is using textual fragments alongside layered pieces of paper,
which have been painted over with a heavy and black splotch of paint, surrounded by
graceful but irregular lines.
FIN DE COPENHAGUE (GOODBYE TO COPENHAGEN, 1957)
Both Untitled and Worthless Grave may have also sparked Jorn’s interest in
creating the beautiful and elegantly crafted Fin de Copenhague (Goodbye to
Copenhagen, 1957), a spectacular collage book that was allegedly created in less than
24 hours after Debord and Jorn took a drunken trip to a newspaper stand (Figures 4757).121

Figure 47. Fin de Copenhague. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute,
March 2013. Asger Jorn and Guy-Ernst Debord. © 1957, Imaginist Bauhaus.
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(Copenhagen: Bauhaus Imaginiste, 1957).
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Figure 48. Fin de Copenhague. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute,
March 2013. Asger Jorn and Guy-Ernst Debord. © 1957, Imaginist Bauhaus.

Figure 49. Fin de Copenhague. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute,
March 2013. Asger Jorn and Guy-Ernst Debord. © 1957, Imaginist Bauhaus.
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Figure 50. Fin de Copenhague. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute,
March 2013. Asger Jorn and Guy-Ernst Debord. © 1957, Imaginist Bauhaus.

Figure 51. Fin de Copenhague. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute,
March 2013. Asger Jorn and Guy –Ernst Debord. © 1957, Imaginist Bauhaus.
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Figure 52. Fin de Copenhague. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute,
March 2013. Asger Jorn and Guy-Ernst Debord. © 1957, Imaginist Bauhaus.

Figure 53. Fin de Copenhague. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute,
March 2013. Asger Jorn and Guy-Ernst Debord. © 1957, Imaginist Bauhaus.
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Figure 54. Fin de Copenhague. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute,
March 2013. Asger Jorn and Guy-Ernst Debord. © 1957, Imaginist Bauhaus.

Figure 55. Fin de Copenhague. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute,
March 2013. Asger Jorn and Guy-Ernst Debord. © 1957, Imaginist Bauhaus.
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Figure 56. Fin de Copenhague. Reconstruction of both sides of the 16-page sheet book.
Asger Jorn and Guy-Ernst Debord. Reprinted with permission from Bart Lans, © 2008.
Accessed March, 2016.
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Figure 57. Fin de Copenhague. Reconstruction of both sides of the 16-page sheet book.
Asger Jorn and Guy Ernst-Debord. Reprinted with permission from Bart Lans, © 2008.
Accessed March, 2016.
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The morning after their excursion, Jorn and Debord dropped off 32 collages to Permild &
Rosengreen, the same Copenhagen-based printing house who produced Mémoires. The
collages were transferred onto print plates, and according to Nolle, Jorn “then got hold of
a ladder and positioned himself above the plates, where he dropped cup after cup of
different colored Indian ink unto the fragile zinc plate. In the end, the plates were etched
and were ready for printing. The cover was made up of cardboard substance from
discarded newspaper and embossed under extreme heat and pressure.”122 Fin de
Copenhague was Jorn’s response to his home country that he had always felt deeply
connected to, and was a tongue-in-cheek, non-linear narrative book that included cutout
fragments from newspapers, magazines, and other media sources. The book was
similar to Mémoires in terms of its ingress or points of entry and layered elements, but
was more pointedly a statement about Jorn’s sentiment toward Copenhagen and his
native homeland of Denmark than a text confronting urban planning, advanced capitalist
repression, and revolution. The book did, however, seem to set the stage for Mémoires,
which would become Jorn and Debord’s piece de resistance, and that which synthesized
the artists’ preceding projects and allowed them to create a work reflective of their sociopolitical and aesthetic beliefs.

Christian Nolle. “Books of Warfare: The Collaboration between Guy Debord & Asger Jorn from 19571959.” Vector E-Zine (2005).
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CHAPTER FOUR
MÉMOIRES IN CONTEMPORARY CULTURE

One of the most significant aspects of the Lettrist journal Potlatch was its authors’
ability to mirror its title and circulate the bulletin freely through a gift exchange
unmediated by the commercial marketplace. The bulletin was sent to a specific list of
people, including those belonging to the inner circle, and as Debord explains in “The
Role of Potlatch, Now and Then,”
The new task of Potlatch, in a different context, is as important as the old. We
have moved on, and thus increased our difficulties, not to mention the
chances of contributing to a completely different end than that intended. We
live — as we must, the real innovators until the overthrow of all the dominant
conditions of culture — with this central contradiction: we are at once a
presence and a contestation in the so-called "modern" arts…We intend to
push it as far as it will go. We intend Potlatch to work usefully toward this
end.123
In terms of Potlatch’s legacy in resisting and defying inclusion in the free market, it
seems that the “end” Debord speaks of has been reached. Issues of the bulletin now sell
for hundreds of dollars on marketplaces like eBay and Amazon, having become rare and
fetishized objects for collectors and historians (Figure 58).

Guy Debord. “The Role of Potlatch, Then and Now.” Trans. Reuben Keehan.Potlatch #30. Paris: July
15, 1959.
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Figure 58. Potlatch. Getty Research Institute. Lettrist International. Personal photo.
March, 2016.
Ironically, the meaning and intentional title of the bulletin has been inverted to become
part of the capitalist system it resisted. Debord and the SI attempted to exist outside this
system and to create a more authentic experience in which the creation of situations was
more valuable than any commodity object could ever be. They had passionate dreams
of transforming city streets into avenues built for dérives, not automobiles, and to take
control of a society they saw slipping into a black abyss mediated by manipulative media
outlets like film, television, and advertisements. Mémoires stands alone in the Lettrist
and Situationist oeuvre, and wasn’t created for the established purpose of exchanging
propaganda for political means, like Potlatch, or the majority of literature circulated by
Debord. It was created out of a passionate belief that revolution was possible – though
perhaps out of reach – and that a poetic and imaginative way of living could be accessed
through the creation of situations unmediated by commerce. Naturally, Mémoires met
the same fate as issues of Potlatch, and is currently being sold on several rare and used
book sites for upwards of $2,000 (Figure 59-60).
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Figure 59. Christie’s Auction House listing. “Christie’s Auction House Listing,” last
modified May 11, 2011, http://www.christies.com/lotfinder/books-manuscripts/debordguy-et-asger-jorn-5433945-details.aspx. Accessed on September 4, 2016.

Figure 60. Amazon web site listing. “Amazon web site listing.”
https://www.amazon.com/Me-x301-moires-Structures-portantes/dp/2251440178.
Accessed on September 4, 2016.
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Mémoires was never intentionally barred from being sold in bookshops, to my
knowledge, but it doesn’t seem within Situationist practice to profit from the sale of any
of their goods, especially an object created to deflect the grip of advanced capitalism.
Interestingly, Mémoires has become a fetishized object in the same way a first-edition
print of Joyce’s Ulysses, or Stephane Mallarme’s Un Coup de Dés Jamais N'Abolira Le
Hasard (A Throw of the Dice will Never Abolish Chance) have become “original” works
of art that can still be accessed with special permission in the confines of an archive or
museum. These objects differ from prints or replications because they are first edition
printings, or from the same single printing, and thus retain their aura so that the object
continues to be exotic and highly sought after. The inherent irony is that Mémoires was
unable to deflect the commercial market, even with its pointed use of détourned images,
the “original” first-edition copies of the book still retain a fetishistic aura.124
As an academic and historian writing a thesis about Mémoires, I understand the
implications inherent in this project. Extracting this book from various archives across the
United States and France was pivotal in understanding the current context of the work,
and how it has been framed within a global context. Examining this work as an American
scholar with no previous training in the French language created situations in which my
American-ness was amplified, particularly during my visit to the Bibliothèque Nationale in
Paris, where I encountered a particular type of resistance to my project. Despite the
message that Debord and Jorn tried to communicate with their readers, friends, and
community via Mémoires, it seems that the first-edition prints and other memorabilia
associated with the SI has perhaps superseded the artists’ original intent. Almost in a
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complete negation of what Mémoires stood for, its legacy and historical relevance within
the Situationist canon has produced a contemporary context in which the book has
become “aura-fied.” Being that the book contains only French language text, and that its
self-appointed author was from Paris, Mémoires and other Lettrist and Situationist
materials have become a rich part of the French post-war period. They have become the
vehicles by which the French, and perhaps particularly Parisians, have come to
recognize their auxiliary association with the protests of May 1968, and as part of the
avant-garde artistic tendencies that sprang up after World War II. Because of their
association with the post-war period in Paris, it seems these materials have become
ingrained in the history of the city, and have perhaps been claimed, in some fashion, by
French citizens, despite their international spirit. In Mémoires, there are references to
cities like London and Rio de Janeiro, and to geographic formations like mountain
ranges, canals, volcanoes, and archipelagos, which point not to a specific location, but
to a larger, more universal look at the world. I believe that their references to these nonspecific locations, which are included throughout the book, speak to a larger theme and
perhaps the very essence of the book, which is that it Mémoires is comprehensive by
nature and is meant to be accessible to audiences far beyond the reaches of Paris. The
idea of circulation is two-fold in the book: as the formal elements themselves allow for
non-directional dérives throughout the psychogeographic networks on each page, and
how the book itself was circulated in the larger community, both locally and globally. The
work immediately preceding Mémoires, was Naked City (1957), the psychogeographic
collage explained earlier in this thesis and which was named after the American film,
The Naked City (1948), which documented real scenes of New York City streets, and
was a “rambling, romantic picture-story based on a composite New York episode,”
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according to a New York Times film review from 1948.125 The film also won two
Academy Awards for cinematography and film editing, 126 so it’s no surprise that Debord
and Jorn referenced this work not only for its authenticity in representing New York City,
but in terms of the artistry and portrayal of characters; city structures like the
Williamsburg Bridge and the Whitehall Building;127 and representing the true spirit of the
city. In the collage Naked City, Debord and Jorn tap into the same artistic themes that
are represented in the film which are precise artistic techniques, and tying their personal
experiences of Parisian neighborhoods into the formal structure of the work. In Jorn’s
previous art book, Fin de Copenhague, we also encounter a fully realized artwork that
caters to an international audience, which references Denmark and Algeria, and which
includes English, German, Danish and French text. Potlatch, the Lettrist bulletin named
after the North American Indian gift giving economy, is a direct reference to the
international union between Lettrists and their international audience. The projects of
Debord and Jorn were works of international relations, and were intentionally created to
bridge the gap between countries, people, and experiences. By design, their works
touched on American history and culture, and was purposeful in doing so. It’s interesting,
then, that Mémoires and other works produced by Debord (and Jorn) have been placed
firmly within French cultural history, and that they still seem to incite a sense of
ownership on behalf of French citizens, in this case, those librarians and curators I
encountered during my visit to the archive at the Bibliothètheque Nationale. As an

Quote continues, “And it is also a fancifully selective observation of life in New York's streets, police
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American writing about a book that has come to be ingrained within the French
subconscious, it has been eye opening to see how these “original” objects carry such
profound weight in terms of their preciousness and value to the French people. I was
honored to be able to visit such a magnificent archive, and to meet a curator who
routinely works with Debord’s oeuvre, but it left me wondering if the original spirit of
Debord, Jorn, and their many colleagues and friends has became negated, or
decentralized over the past 60 years.
Formally speaking, the book itself is, by its very design, abrasive to the touch and
to other objects placed next to it, and the cover becomes a metaphorical signal to the
reader of the contents inside, which are bewildering. The book is divided into three
chapters that lead into an assortment of frenetic collages that follow no particular pattern
or direction. Each collage is composed of rambling, stream of consciousness narratives
that don’t follow any structure or direction. It seems as though each collage could be a
complete project in and of itself; that the pages have no link or correlation, and yet by the
end of the book, Debord declares he has “tried to speak the beautiful language of my
century (Figure 61).” I was gripped when I came to the final page and read that last
elegant line of text, streaming across a brilliant reddish orange colored paint splotch.
This last statement from Debord summarizes the entire project, and encapsulates
Mémoires as a masterful art book of the twentieth century. Together, Debord and Jorn
created a poetic vision for the future that embodied their passion for revolutionary
change and defiance toward advanced capitalism. Although Mémoires has now become
part of the system it tried to defy, it still remains a critical piece of the story of the
twentieth century.
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Figure 61. Mémoires, 1959. Personal photo taken at the Getty Research Institute, April,
2016. Guy-Ernst Debord, Structures Portantes d’Asger Jorn. © 1959, Permild &
Rosengreen, with the quote: “I wanted to speak the beautiful language of my century.”
Guy Debord and Asger Jorn.
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